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ABSTRACT

This study is concerned with the influence of wave

transformation and bed shear stress on wave height and wave

set-up. The ultimate goal is the prediction of wave height

and mean water level in the nearshore zone. In ~rder to

develop such a predictive model, relevant empirical

relationships were determined based on data measured during

a two-dimensional hydraulic model study with a scale of 1:12

representing the Ala Moana reef on the south shore of Oahu.

For predicting the ·wave height from deep water to

inside the breaker zone, a new empirical relationship is

obtained for the parameters, H/nrms' and Pa=Ha/Lacoth2(D/La).

The relationship is based on data from this experiment and

from Hansen and Svendsen (1979). The hydraulic model used

in this study had a compound slope of roughly 0, 1:80, 1:32

and 1:20, while Hansen and Svendsen used a plane slope of

1:34.

The bed shear stress was determined by direct

measurements of wave forces on the bed and of fluid

velocities near the bed under breaking waves and other

highly nonlinear waves. The resulting friction factors are

compared with the existing friction factor curve by Jonsson

(1964), which was established under sinusoid81 wave

conditions.
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Under the assumption that the dominant factors for the

dissipation of energy are bottom friction and the wave

breaking phenomenon, the energy dissipation is determined

based on linear wave theory for the friction loss and on

bore similarity for the breaking loss. Correction factors

to these theoretical dissipations are empirically obtained.

The effect of the mean shear stress on wave set-up is

examined by comparing measured mean water levels with

results calculated using the computational procedure

developed in this study.

It is concluded that the new curve for wave height

prediction is applicable in the entire nearshore region,

even in the breaking zone, at least for slopes ranging from

o to 1:34. The Jonsson's friction factor curve for rough

turbulence, developed from linear waves, accurately predicts

friction factors for highly nonlinear waves, provided that

an appropriate particle amplitude at the bed is used. The

mean shear stress, which is usually considered to be

negligible, is important in the calculation of wave set-up.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Waves transform in the process of propagation from deep

water through the breaking region to the shore. The primary

transformations are in wave height, energy density,

celerity, steepne~s, asymmetry, bed shear stress, breaking

and energy dissipation. The consequent common phenomena are

mass transport, reflection, refraction, defraction and wave

set-up. It is common knowledge in the field of ocean

engineering that linear wave theory no longer gives accurate

values of nonlinear wave characteristics in this region. In

order to obtain reasonably accurate values for these

nonlinear wave characteristics, several nonlinear wave

theories have been developed, such as Stoke's nonlinear wave

theory, cnoidal wave theory, nonlinear long wave theory,

Dean's stream function theory and Cokelet's wave theory. It

is, however, still common in coastal engineering practice to

use linear wave theory to estimate values of wave

characteristics in the nearshore zone. The reasons for this

practice are that it is difficult to use these nonlinear

wave theories and that these theories are applicable only in

limited water regions. None of these wave theories are

applicable in the breaking region and predictions in this

area presently depend on empirical rules.
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1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to conduct a hydraulic

scale model investigation and establish empirical rules

describing wave transformations for nearshore areas. Wave

characteristics of primary concern are wave height, bed

shear stress, wave breaking, energy dissipation and wave

set-up.

1.3 Arrangement of Dissertation

This two-dimensional hydraulic model study was

initially conducted as a portion of the National Science

Foundation project entitled, "Effect of Wave Induced

Resultant Bottom Shear Stress on Wave Set-up". A 1:12 scale

hydraulic model of Ala Moana reef was constructed in the

wave flume at the J.K.K. Look Laboratory of the University

of Hawaii. Among the parameters measured were water surface

elevations and mean water levels as indicated by hydrostatic

pressure. A unique aspect of this experiment was the direct

measurement of wave forces on the bed under highly nonlinear

wave and breaking wave conditions as well as measurements of

fluid velocity near the bed. All time series quantities

were obtained using the zero up-crossing method and were

defined as the mean values of the highest one-third. The

details of experiments are shown in Chapter 2.

For wave height calculations an empirical curve was

obtained as a function of a nonlinearity parameter. The
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idea of the nonlinearity parameter was originally proposed

by Goda (1983). This parameter combines wave steepness and

Ursell's parameter using a hyperbolic cotangent function, so

that the parameter can cover an entire region from deep

water to shallow water. The applica9ility of this approach

was examined using data from this experiment and from Hansen

and Svendsen (1979). The parameter was applied to wave

height and wave celerity. The results are shown in

Chapter 3.

The data for bed wave forces were analyzed in the

frequency domain along with the data of fluid velocities

near the bed. This analysis was aimed at obtaining friction

factors under highly nonlinear waves by implicitly including

a phase difference between bed shear stress and fluid

velocity near the bed. The resulting friction factor was

used to determine energy loss due to bed shear stress for

nonlinear waves. The analysis and results are shown in

Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 is concerned with breaking waves. Wave

breaking is an important phenomenon when dealing with waves

in shallow water. In the experiments, the location of

breaking and the end points of broken waves were observed.

In some cases, however, it is difficult to determine the'

breaking points; especially in case of a plunging breaker.

For this reason, a general breaking criterion was obtained

based on data from other sources. The energy dissipation
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from wave breaking was obtained based on the assumption of

similarity to a bore. The correction factor to the

dissipation from a bore was determined in a way that used

all available experimental information including energy

dissipation by bottom friction, wave breaking points, wave

height and wave set-up. ·The energy levels were calculated

using numerical integration, as discussed in Chapter 7.

Using an iterative process, the correction factor was

determined from the best fit to the experimental energy

levels. These energy levels were determined from variance of

the water surface elevation.

In Chapter 6 wave set-up is discussed. Radiation

stress was obtained from linear wave theory, as· defined by

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964). Radiation stress values

calculated using linear wave theory were compared with

values based on measurements by Stive (1982) in the wave

breaking zone. In the wave set-up calculation, the mean

shear stress was usually considered to be negligible in the

momentum balance equation. This assumption was examined

using experimental values of mean shear stress and mean

water levels.

In Chapter 7 a computational procedure for

two-dimensional cases is developed based on the energy flux

equation and the momentum balance equation. In this

prccedure all experimental relationships obtained in this

3tudy are applied. The primary predicted values are wave



energy level, wave height and mean water level in the area

from deep water to inside the wave breaking zone.

5
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Introduction

A 1:12 scale hydraulic model investigation of Ala Moana

reef was conducted in the flume at the J.K.K. Look

Laboratory of the Department of Ocean Engineering. There

were fou~ objectives in this investigation:

(a) discription of wave height deformation in the

propagation process.

(b) determination of friction factor under nonlinear

waves.

(c) calculation of energy dissipation from bed shear

stress and from breaking waves.

(d) determination of wave set-up on the reef.

For these purposes the following measurements were made:

(a) water surface elevation at six stations.

(b) wave forces on the bed and fluid velocities near

the bed at two stations.

(c) mean water levels at thirteen stations.

Figure 2.1 shows the experimental set-up. All data were

electronically stored o~ floppy disks except mean water

leyels, which were manually recorded. For the

electronically recorded data the sampling interval was 0.1

seconds and 4923 data points were recorded for each test.
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2.2 Facilities and Equipment

2.2.1 Flume

The flume is 54 m long and 1.22 m wide. For the 1:12

scale hydraulic model the maximum water depth in the flume

is 89 cm at the deep horizontal portion of the bottom

profile, and the minimum is 3 em on the reef at the mean

lower low water level (MLLW). A wave absorber was placed at

the shoreward end of the flume. This absorber consists of

PVC shavings with a wire mesh cover. The flume is covered

in order to avoid wind influence on generated waves. A

parabolic plunger wave generator, which produces

monochromatic waves, is located at the seaward end of the

model flume. See Figure 2.1.

2.2.2 Water level measurements in waves

Water surface elevations were measured with capa~itance

probes of 3.5 mm diameter. In the begining stage of

experiments floater wave gauges were also used in the

shallow water area. It was, however, realized that the use

of these floater gauges were limited to the small waves, and

they were not used in the later experiments.

2.2.3 Shear Plates

Two shear plates were used to directly measure the wave

force at the bed. One of the shear plates was 25.1 em wide

and 39.4 cm long. The other was 29.9 cm wide and 30.5 cm
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long. These shear plates as well as the rest of the model

bottom were covered with two types of surfaces, a smooth

surface and a rough surface. The smooth surface in the

model bottom consisted of a concrete surface. It was

estimated that this surface roughness corresponded to the

roughness obtained by a surface covered by sand with a

diameter between 0.71 mm to 0.83 mm. To obtain this surface

on the shear plates varnish was thinly applied on a vinyl

adhesive paper, and appropriately sized sand was sprinkled

onto the varnish until the surface was completely covered.

After the varnish was dry, any excess sand was removed.

For the rough surface, sieved gravel was selected with

sizes between 1.3 cm and 2.5 cm and glued to the concrete

model bottom. In order to make the gravel surface on the

shear plates neutrally buoyant, the gravel was mixed with

lighter fiber-glass elements of similar shape and size and

attached to the shear plates using vinyl adhesive paper and

marine plastic resin glue.

2.2.4 Flow Measurements

A miniature propeller flowmeter, model WSM-01

manufactured by the Delft Hydraulic Laboratory, was used to

measure fluid velocities above the shear plates. The

propeller is 15 mm in diameter with 4 blades. A ring on the

propeller with 60 holes generates 60 pulses per revolution,

so that fast fluctuations can be detected. The center of
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the propeller was placed 1.5 cm above the bed in the case of

the concrete bed and 3 cm above the concrete datum for the

gravel surface, so that measured velocities approximately

represent fluid velocities just above the boundary layer.

2.2.5 Mean Water Levels

Gerritsen (1981) reported that mean water levels

obtained by averaging the water levels measured with

capacitance probes were inaccurate due to water run-up and

depression around the probes. Based on Gerritsen's report

mean water levels in this study were obtained by measuring

the hydrostatic pressure using manometers. The manometer

design involved a 1.5 foot long tygon level indicator tube

with a 0.5 inch inner diameter with a reading scale inside.

The indicator section was connected to a flexible tube of

0.5 inch in diameter which extended below the water level of

the flume. The water end of the flexible tube was equipped

with a sand filter. This filter 3/8 inch inner diameter

tube filled with thickness of the sand was determined to be

2.5 cm. The grain size ranged from 0.71 mm to 0.83 mm.

2.3 Procedure

Test-runs were carried out for four incident wave

heights ranging from 2.5 cm, to 15 cm. For each wave height,

3 or 4 wave periods ranging from 1 to 4 seconds were tested.

These various wave conditions were repeated for 3 different
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still water levels. These were 3 em, 6 em and 9 em above

MLLW. The overall experiment was conducted for 2 types of

bed roughness. One roughness was a concrete surface and the

other was a surface covered with gravel. The total number

of runs tested was 87.

2.4 Modeling and Scale Effects

If the model and the prototype are perfectly similar

geometrically, kinematically and dynamically, the model

results can exactly predict the prototype properties. In

geometrically similar models, kinematic similarity is

assured when there is dynamic similarity (Hudson and .

Keulegan, 1979). However, in practice perfect dynamic

similarity between the model and the prototype practically

cannot be achieved since several forces cannot be scaled.

These forces are the gravitational force, the fluid

frictional resistance of adjoining particles and the surface

tension.

The Froude number is defined as the ratio of the

inertial force to the gravitational force and it is given by
1/2

Fr = V/(gL) ,where L is a characteristic length. The

length scale is defined as the ratio of the model length to

prototype length by Lr = Lm/L p- Subsequently, the velocity
1/2

ratio and time ratio in the Froude number model are Vr = Lr

and Tr = L)/2; respectively. The ratio of pressure is Lr

since the ratio of g is unity. The ratio of shear stress
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is also Lr similar to the pressure. The ratio of force is
3

shear stress times area; i.e., Lr. The Reynolds number is

the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force and it

is given by LV/v, where v is the kinematic viscosity. When

the surface tension is important the Weber number is

considered which is the ratio of the inertial force to the

surface tention. It is given by V/(crt/pL)1/2,where crtis the

surface tension. For an air-water interface crt is 74
o

dynes/em at 20 C.

Froude number and Reynolds number similitude is

possible only if the viscosity of the model fluid is scaled

according to the relationship of v r = L;/~ In reality the

same fluid water is used in the model and in the prototype,

d h th d 1 R ld b . L3/ 2t" than ence e mo e eyno s num er 1S r 1mes e

prototype Reynolds number.

In general practice the dominant forces in the

phenomenon to be studied is determined and the model is

scaled according to the dominant force similitude. For

example, hydraulic models are usually scaled according to

the Froude number similitude considering the inertial and

gravitational forces as dominant while the viscous force and

the surface tension are neglected. When these secondary

forces are not negligible such as in the case of bottom

friction with a low Reynolds number, the model results show

some disagreement with the prototype behavior. These

discrepancies are called scale effects. In cases of fully
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turbulent flows the shear stress is proportional to the

square of the velocity; i.e., the dominant force is similar

to the inertial force. The ratio of the shear force in

fully turbulent flows to the gravitational force is also the

Froude number. In breaking waves flows are also very

turbulent and the dissipation of energy is mostly due to

turbulent fluctuations. Le Mehaute (1976) suggested based

on rather experience that the scale effect is negligible in

breaking waves where the breaker heights are greater than 5

em. In these cases it is reasonable to neglect the viscous

effect. However, in a small-scale model fully turbulent

flow frequently cannot be produced. In this data analysis

it was found that all flows over the concrete bed formed

boundary layers of transition from the smooth turbulent flow

to the rough turbulent. In these flow conditions some

viscous effects were expected although the relative viscous

forces were still small. In the case of the gravel bed all

flows belonged to the rough turbulent conditions. These

judgements were based on the velosity measurements at two

stations on the reef.

The effect of surface tension also increases in the

small-scale model. Fan and Le M~haut~ (1969) examined the

capillary effects and found that the surface tension effects

on .the wave length is less than 1 % when the wave period is

larger than 0.35 seconds and the water depth is greater than

2 em.
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In flume experiments the viscous energy dissipation on

the side walls should also be considered. From linear wave

theory Hunt (1952) found the viscous energy dissipation on a

side wall in one wave period, T, in a region 6x. It is

given by:

TIP/v/2w·9 2A2k/w2 . .6X tanh kh , (2.1)

where A is the mean wave amplitude in .6x. From (2.1) the

corresponding energy flux change can be obtained. This

equation (2.1) corresponds to the mean energy flux change,

b.6FT, in one wave period in the region .6x, where b is the

flume width and .6F is the mean energy flux change due to a

side wall per unit of time. Equating the mean energy flux

change to (2.1) and re-arranging the equation, the gradient

of the energy flux is given by:

-- -2.6F/.6x = Iv/2w /b'pgA /2·kg/w·tanh kh .

Linear wave theory gives:

w2
= kg tanh kh •

and

2E = pgA /2 (2.4)

Inserting (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.2) the rate of change of

the energy flux by a side wall yield:

.6F/.6x = E/b·lvw/2 .

For two side walls this relationship is:

.6F/.6x = E/b·/2vw .
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CHAPTER 3

TRANSFORMATIONS OF WAVE HEIGHT AND CELERITY

3.1 Introduction

As waves approach the shore from deep water there are

changes in ~everal characteristic parameters such as wave

height, celerity, steepness, asymmetry, bed shear stress,

and energy dissipation. During this approach, waves are

transformed from a rather linear condition to a nonlinear

one. Consequently, values for parameters which are

calculated for tpe nearshore area using linear wave theory

exhibit large deviations from experimental data. The

discussion in this chapter is concerned primarily with

transformations in wave height and wave celerity. Later

chapters will cover the other parameters.

3.2 Wave Height

In coastal engineering practice it is common to use

linear wave theory to estimate wave height. It is, however,

common knowledge in the field that linear theory

underestimates wave height in shallow water regions, where

waves are highly nonlinear. In order to calculate nonlinear

wave height, several methods based on nonlinear wave

theories have been proposed. Sakai and Battjes (1980) used

Cokelet's wave theory. Shuto (1974) used nonlinear long

wave theory, and Svendsen and Brink-Kjaer (1972) used
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cnoidal waves. James (1974) applied a combination of

Stoke's waves and third order hyperbolic waves in specified

regions. All of these approaches showed that nonlinear wave

theories do a good job in predicting nonlinear wave height.

There are, however, two significant disadvantages in the use

of nonlinear wave theories. First, it is mathematically

difficult to use these theories. Second, they are

applicable only in limited water regions. For example,

Svendsen and Brink-Kjaer used cnoidal waves in the region of

D/L o < 0.1, and James used Stoke's waves for the region

Ur=HL~/D3 ~ 68 and third order hyperbolic waves for Ur>68.

None of these theories are app;icable in the breaking

region.

For these reasons it was decided in this study to

establish an empirical approach for estimating wave heights

for all of the water regions of interest. Goda (1983)

originally proposed a nonlinearity parameter which smoothly

connects the two most familiar wave parameters using a

hyperbolic cotangent function. These parameters are the

wave steepness, HIL, in the deep water region and Ursell's

parameter, Ur, for the shallow water. The proposed

nonlinearity parameter by Goda is;

IT = (HILa) coth 3 kah

where,
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and,

ka = 2TI/L a .

The subscript "a" is used to denote the quantity calculated

by linear wave theory. The parameter IT is easily shown to

-3 2 3approach HILa in deep water and (2TI) HLa/h in the extreme

of ka h +" a• For con ven i en c e inca1cu l a t ion and eas e in

definition a new expression can be written in place of IT by

using La instead of ka • This new parameter designated Po'

In order to relate wave height to wave energy the ratio

of wave height to the root-mean-aquare surface elevation was

chosen as a wave parameter. This is based on the fact that

wave energy is proportional to the variance of the water

surface elevation. In this study wave energy is defined as:
_ 2E - pg nr ms (3.1)

The change in the wave parameter with respect to the wave

nonlinearity parameter, Po' was examined and is shown in

Figure 3.1. It is evident from Figure 3.1 that H~rms

increases with the nonlinearity parameter; i.e., the ratio

of wave height to root-mean-square surface elevatiop is not

a constant value of IFas predicted by linear wave theory.

In this figure numbers denote rounded wave periods. H is

the mean value of the largest one-third of the wave heights

as obtained by using the zero up-crossing method. This

significant wave height was used because the experimental

wave data included secondary waves.
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Examining Figure 3.1 we notice a dependency of H/nrms

on wave periods. The wave length, La' calculated using

linear wave theory seems to be too large to represent the

characteristic wave length in shallow water; i.e., in the

area of large values of the nonlinearity parameter. It may

be reasoned that wave energy is transfered mainly to higher

frequency components as waves deform and also as secondary

waves are produced in shallow water. In order to reduce the

influence of the linear wave length in the nonlinearity

parameter on H/nrms ' several smaller values for the power

of the hyperbolic cotangent function were tried. The value

of 2 was finally chosen as minimizing the influence of the

linear wave length. In consequence Ursell's parameter was

changed to HLa /h
2

using the linear wave length. Using the

above considerations a new nonlinearity parameter was

defined as:

Pn = H/La'coth
2(D/L

a) (3.2)

Using this new nonlinearity parameter, ~ , we can

reduce the dependency of H/n rms on wave periods. The result

:s shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows plots of data from

~a~sen and Svendsen (1979). The plots in Figure 3.3 are

:ess .scattered. This greater uniformity may be because

~a~sen and Svendsen controlled their experiments so as to be

:i0e cf secondary waves. Hansen and Svendsen's data were

~~~ted to a fifth order polynomial. An overlay of this

-.;~e ~n t~e plot of the data developed in the present study
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shows that the curve also fits the data very well if the

curve is shifted slightly upward. The need for this

slight shift may be attributable to different definitions of

wave height in the two sets of experiments. Our data were

obtained in experiments over a compound slope of roughly 0,

1:80, 1:32, and 1:20. All data were measured over the

slopes of 0 and 1:80. Hansen and Svendsen used a single

plane slope of 1:34. Since both experimental data sets give

similar curves we can conclude that there is little bed

slope influence on the curve, at least for slopes in the

range of 0 to 1:34.

The case of breaking waves is shown in Figure 3.4. It

is evident that the curve for non-breaking waves also

closely describes breaking waves. Similar results were also

shown in Goda's data (1983). This feature is very useful in

calculating wave heights in the breaking zone if the

nonlinearity parameter is also expressed using nr ms instead

of H. For this purpose a wave height was defined in

function of nr ms as:

Ha = /8 nr ms ' <3.3)

which is based on wave energy from linear wave theory.

Subsequently, the second nonlinearity parameter is:

Pa = Ha/L a-coth
2(D/L

a ) - <3.4)

The new and unique curve of H/n r ms versus Pa is applicable

for calculating the wave height by knowing wave energy_ In

this case wave energy is defined as being propotional to the
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variance of the water surface elevation. The calculation of

wave energy from known data will be discussed in later

chapters. The curve of H/nrms on Pn is used to obtain wave

energy by knowing wave height. These curves will be used in

later chapters.

It should be mentioned that the curve of H/nrms as a

function of Pa was obtained based on the curve from Pn, not

from curve fitting to the measured data, so that the error

caused in the interchange of these nonlinearity parameters

would be minimal.

Experimentally obtained H/nrms are:

H/r: = f(P n)rms

aO+ a,P n +
2 3

+ a4P~ +
S

= a2P n + a3P n aSP n
and,

H/nrms = f(P a)
= bO + b1Pa + b p2 + b p3 + b p4 + b pS

2 a 3 a 4 a S a
where,

ao = bO = 2.94
-4a1 = -2.480 x 10

a2 = 1.613 x 10-2

a3 = -8.690 x 10-4

a4 = 1.836 x 10-S

as -1.378 x 10-7

( 3 • 6)
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and,

b1 =

b2 =

b3 =

b
4

=

b
5

=

For P > 40 or P >18.88, where there was no data available,n a
H/n was set equal to 5.99. In the .case of Hansen andrms
Svendsen's data aO and bO are 2.87 and the other

coefficients are the same as our case.

3.3 Wave Celerity

The role of wave celerity is vital in calculation of

wave energy from the conservation of energy flux. Eagleson

(1956) studied the transformation of wave celerity. In his

experimental study he found that the celerity calculated by

linear wave theory was in close agreement with experimental

results over the full range of transformations, including

breaking waves. From linear wave theory the celerity is

given by:

C 2 = gL /2'TT·tanh(2'TTh/L ) , (3.7)a a a
provided that the wave period is constant. Despite

Eagleson's results, it is generally known that the celerity

has some dependence on wave height in shallow water region.

Walker (1974) concluded from his laboratory study that wave

height and wave breaking have considerable influences on the
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wave celerity. He gave expressions for the celerity of a

shoaling wave as:

C = C
a

(1 + 0.25 HID)

for non-breaking waves and,

<3.8)

C
b

= 1.25/90 <3.9 )

as the maximum wave celerity at breaking. Brets6hneider

(1960) found the maximum wave celerity during breaking to

be:

C
b

= /2gn
c

<3 • 10 )

where n is the crest elevation above still water depth.
c

Van Dorn (1978) also found the same result as (3.10) at the

breaking points from his experiments on the assumption

ub - Cb=O on the crest, where Cb is the breaking wave

velocity and ub is the particle velocity in the breaking

wave. These expressions show that the wave celerity is

influenced to some degree by wave height.

For the examination of celerity deformation in this

study, Hansen and Svendsen's data were used. Their

experimental data gave similar results in wave height

deformation, which were discussed in the previous section.

The wave height deformation affects wave celerity. The

ratio of the measured celerity to the celerity calculated

using linear wave theory was plotted against the

nonlinearity parameter, P , in Figure 3.5. In this figure,
a .

numbers denoting wave periods are rounded. From the figure,

the deformation of celerity was approximated using the
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following expressions:

and,

C = Ca for Pa ~ 4 ,

C = C (1/3·109 P + 0.8) for 4 < P < 18.88a a a -

<3.11)

<3.12)

C = 1.23 Ca for Pa > 18.88

The last expression was used since there were no mp.8sured

data available for P > 18.88. The celerities predicted from

these expressions were compared with the celerities by

Walker's expressions and by linear wave theory. In Figure

3.6, the cross sign refers to the breaking wave. The

celerity as a function of Pa appears to be the best

predictor of overall deformation except in some cases of

breaking waves. The celerities calculated by linear theory

are good estimates as found by Eagleson, except for breaking

waves. Although it overestimates the celerity for

non-breaking waves, Walker's expression of (3.8) gives the

best results for breaking waves.

From Figure 3.6, it was decided that the wave celerity

would be predicted in this study by equations (3.11), (3.12)

and (3.13) for non-breaking waves and by. equation (3.8) for

breaking waves.
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CHAPTER 4

BED SHEAR STRESS AND ENERG~ DISSIPATION

4.1 Introduction

The bed shear stress is an important consideration in

coastal engineering. It is one of the dominant causes of

energy dissipation in waves. The mean shear stress also

influences the wave set-up, a subject which will be

discussed in Chapter 6. This chapter begins with a review

of the theory of an oscillatory boundary layer. This is

followed by a discussion of pertinent existing formulas

which were obtained based on sinusoidal oscillations.

Finally, a comparison of experimental results, which were

obtained under nonlinear wave conditions, is made with

results from the existing formulas.

4.2 Oscillatory Boundary Layer

This section contains a discussion of the analytical

expressions for the shear stress and the related energy

dissipation for a two dimensional flow which combines wave

oscillations and a steady weak current. The datum is taken

at the bottom and z is measured upward from the bottom.
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4.2.1 Basic Equations

By neglecting normal stresses, the governing equations

for combined current wave motions are given by:

av/at + vav/ax + wav/az + l/p,ap/ax = l/p,aT/aZ

for horizontal motions, and

aW/3t + Vaw/3x + waw/3z + 1/p,aP/3z = 0

(4.1)

(4.2)

for vertical motions, where p is density, V and ware

horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively. V is

given by:

v = U + u

where U = U(x,z) is the steady current velocity and

u = ~(x,z,t) is the wave particle velocity. The total

pressure, P, consists of two components, a steady pressure,

P , and an unsteady pressure, P , giving:
c w

P = P + Pc w
The shear stress, T , is given using the eddy viscosity, s

T/p = E: 3V/3z

The current motion is obtained by taking the time

averaged values of (4.1) and (4.2). The bar, "_", refers

to the time averaging. For the current motion:

U3U/3x + u3u/3x + wau/az + l/p,aPc/ax = l/p'aT/az

and,

u3w/3x + w3w/3z + l/p·aPc/az + 9 0 (4.4)



The wave motion is obtained by subtracting (4.3) and

(4.4) from (4.1) and (4.2), respectively.

au/at + uau/ax + uau/ax + uau/ax - UdU/aX + WaU/aZ

- Wau/az + l/p·aP /ax = l/p.a(T - T")/az ,(4.5)w
and,

aw/at + uaw/ax + uaw/ax + waw/az - uaw/ax

- waw/az + l/p·aPw/az = 0 (4.6)

Now, we simplify (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) to the first

order approximation. By neglecting second order terms in

wave amplitude in (4.4), we obtain:
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aPe/az + pg = 0

Applying the boundary condition, Pe=O for z=h, to the

integrated result of (4.7), yields:

(4.7)

( 4 .8)

Pe(z) = pg (h - z)

Differentiating the equation with respect to x, we have:

aPe/ax = pg ah/ax

Using (4.8), and the first term in (4.3) we find:

2pu au/ax / aPe/ax - U /gh

which means that the first term of (4.3) can be neglected

for small U. Neglecting second order terms in wave

amplitude in (4.3), we find:

aP/ax = aT/az
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Comparing the second term and the third in (4.5), we have:

uaU/3x / Uau/3x - 1/kU·3U/ax

since,

3u/3x - ku

Because of small variation of current in x direction in a

wave length, the third term can be neglected. Neglecting

second order terms in the wave amplitude in (4.5), we find

the simplified form of (4.5) is given by:

aU/3t + U3u/ax + 1/p'3Pw/ax = a(, - T)/3Z

4.2.2 Bed Shear Stress

It may be considered that the shear stress is

negligible outside the wave boundary layer, where

Using this assumption we find from (4.10):

(4.10)

z?...o •

au/dt + uau/ax + l/p·aPw/ax = 0 (4.11)

Inside the boundary layer, z~o the second term in (4.10)

can be neglected for the following reasons:

uau/3x / au/at = U / 3x/at = U/C

and U« C for z~o. C is the wave celerity. Considering

at z = 0 , we find:

aU o/3t = - 1/p'3Pw/3X
where u = Uo at z = 0 . Assuming that the pressure

(4.12)

gradient is constant with repect to z within the wave

boundary layer, we find the equation of motion given by:
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Integrating the equation, the bed shear stress is obtained

as:
- 0

l/p·(Tb - Tb) = -foa(u - uo)/at dz .

Integrating (4.9) and tising the boundary condition,

at z = h, we find:

T = (z - h) aPe/ax

The equation at z = 0 is:

(4.13)

P = 0e

4.2.3 Energy Dissipation Due to Bed Shear Stress

The dissipation, Ed' is given by:

h+ .
E = f nTaV/az dz
d a

= IT (U + u) Ih+n - fh+n (u + U)aT/az dz
a a

where n is the water surface elevation above the mean

water level. The first term is zero since T = 0 at z = h+n

and u = U = 0 at z = O. The dissipation Ed can be

separated into two terms:

fh+n U aT/aZ dz - fh+n u dT/aZ dz
a a

= Ede + Edw
where E

de
is the dissipation due to steady motion and E

dw
is the dissipation due to waves. This equation is solved as
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follows:

E = - Jh+n U al/aZ dzde 0

Jh U aT/az dz - Jh+n U al/aZ dz .
o h

The second term is zero since 1 is zero at z = h. Using

(4.9) and (4.14), we find:

aT/aZ = - Tb/h
Using the above result, E de is given by:

Ede = Tb IT . (4.15)

where IT is the current velocity averaged over the depth.

Now, solving for Edw:

E = - Jh+n u al/aZ dzdw 0

J~+n u
8

al/aZ dz + J~+n_ (u - u
8

) al/azdz .

Taking the second term as zero, as will be shown later, we

find:

Edw = - u
8

J~+nal/az dz

(4.16)

The second term of E dw' defined as I, can be shown to be

zero using (4.9) and (4.10):

1=- Jh+n (u - u0) (n / az dz
0

- - Jh+n (u - ucS)· (pau/at + puau/az + a(Pw + Pe);ax dz
0

- - Jh+n (u - UcS)'(Pdu/at + puau/az + apw!ax) dz
0

- aPe/ax fh+n (u - u8) dz
0
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The second term is zero since there is no net mass transport

by the wave motion. Dividing the first integral into two

layers and applying (4.11) for z > <S and (4.12) for z ~ <S,

we find:

<SI = - fo(U - u<S) pa(u - u<s)/at dz

- - f:p/2 oa(u - u<s)2/ at dz

= 0

since there is no net mass transport by the wave motion.

4.3 EXisting Theories

The important factor in the study of oscillatory

boundary layer is the type of flow, such as a laminar flow,

smooth turbulence flow or a rough turbulence flow. Also of

importance are the friction factor and the boundary layer

thickness.

4.3.1 Transition to Rough Turbulence

In the prototype, flow under the wave motion is always

rough turbulent near the sea bed in the coastal zone. In

the scale model, however, this is not always true. It is

important to be able to produce a given type of flow,

because each type of flow has different boundary layer

characteristics. Flows are categorized into three types,

laminar, smooth turbulent and rough turbulent.
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Several investigators have given criteria for the rough

turbulent condition. That criterion is generally expressed

by the amplitude Reynolds number, RE, which is defined as:

RE = u<5m a<5/v

u<5m is the maximum fluid veloQity at the height of the

boundary layer thickness, <5, a<5 is the maximum travelling

distance in a half cycle and v is the kinematic viscosity.

For the case of very rough walls, Jonsson (1980) gave the

lower limit of RE as:

RE = 5500 (a /K )0.33 (4.17)
<5 s

Sleath (1974) gave a criterion for the rough turbulent

condition and Jonsson (1980) re-expressed the limit in terms

of RE as given by:

RE = 4130 (a /K )0.45
<5 s (4.18)

For the less rough wall condition Jonsson proposed the limit

as:

RE=223 (a/K)1.17 (4.19)
<5 s

Kajiura (1968) found the following limit based on Kalkanis'

data:

RE = 2000 a<5/Ks (4.20)

Kamphuis (1975) defined the limit where the friction factor

starts being dependent on RE. He gave the limit as:

Ufm Ks/v = 200 , (4.21)

for ao/Ks <100. In this expression, ufm is the wall friction

velocity defined as:

ufm = (Tbm/ o)1/2
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4.3.2 Friction Factor for Rough Turbulence

For the rough turbulent flow condition, Jonsson gave

the friction factor, fw' as:

1/4~ + 10g(1/4~) = -0.08 + log(ao/Ks) (4.22)

by applying the logarithmic velocity profile to (4.13) where

T b = O. He defined fw in the form:

Lbm = 1/2·fwp uomluoml

Kajiura found the friction factor, Cfm, from an eddy

viscosity model. His expression is:

O.4/~ + In(l/~) = -2.25 + In(uom/wzo)

Replacing Cfm , uom/w and Zo by f w/ 2 , ao and Ks/30, his

formulation becomes:

(4.23)

He defined Cfm in the form of the instantaneous shear stress

as:

Lb = (Cfm cos 8)'(Uom uom cos 8)

From direct measurement of bed shear stress Riedel et.al.

(1972) obtained the friction factor expresses as:

fw
= 0.25 (K

s/a;:)O.77
f a 1 /K < 25u or . < ao s '

and,

1/4.95~ + 10g(1/4~) = 0.122 + 10g(ao/Ks) for a /Ks > 25 .

Reanalyzing Riedel's data, Kamphuis (1975) obtained an

•

empir ical formula for fw as:

1/4~ + log(1/4~) = -0.35 + 4/3.1og(a o/Ks)
(4.24)

For small values of ao/Ks,Jonsson suggested fw = 0.3 for

a o/Ks < 1.57, and Kaj iura proposed fw = 0.25 for ao IK s < 1.67.
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4.3.3 Boundary Layer Thickness

Using a logarithmic velocity profile, Jonsson obtained

the boundary layer thickness, 6 , in terms of a6/Ks. He

defined 6 as the height from the bottom where the fluid

velocity equals that of the free stream. He experimentally

found that T~ was O.35Tb at the level of 6 and Tum m m
practically disappears at the level of 26. From Jonsson,

6 is given in the following forms:

(4.25)

and,

(4.26)

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Introduction

First, the friction factors for the nonlinear wave case

were determined over a concrete surface bed and a bed

covered by gravel. The calculations were based on the

measurement of wave forces on the shear plate and on the

fluid velocity at a single level. Second, the energy

friction loss calculated from the fluid velocity data was

compared with the result calculated by linear wave theory.

4.4.2 Nikuradse Roughness, Boundary Layer Thickness

and Wave Particle Amplitude

Nikuradse roughness, K , was defined only from a
5

roughness size. Kamphuis (1974) obtained K values applying
s
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TABLE 2

Nikuradse roughness and roughness
size from Karnphuis (1974).

°90 (mm) Ks (mm)

0.54 0.84
0.98 2.37
2.2 5.76
4.2 9.75
9.1 14.0

46.0 35.7

a logarithmic velocity profile to experimental results. The

results are given in Table 2. The range of roughness

diameters used was from 0.54 mm to 46 mm for D90 • This

range covers the roughness sizes used in our experiments.

Kamphuis' data were fit to the linear relationship as:

(4.27)

In order to accommodate a wide distribution of data in the

regression analysis, a log-log regression line was used as:

log Ks = log a + log 090

Solving for "a" yields,

a = 1.735 (4.28)

which is different from the value that Kamphuis suggested.

He recommended a=2.

In our experiments, two types of bed surfaces were

used, a concrete surface and a surface covered by gravel.

It was estimated that the roughness of the concrete surface

was equivalent to sieved sand between 0.71 mm and 0.83 mm in
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size. Assuming a uniform distribution of grain sizes, D90

for the sand was determined as:

090 = 0.82 (mm).

Gravel was initially sieved to between 1.3 cm and 2.5

cm. In order to determine D for the gravel, some amount
90

of sieved gravel was randomly taken and placed in a flat

bottom container. Individual stone heights were measured by

adding water in the container and counting stones completely

covered by water at each water level. The total number of

sampled stones was 222 and the cumulative distribution of

the stone height is shown in Figure 4.1. From that figure

D
90

for the gravel was determined as:

090 = 18 (mm).

For the case of the gravel covered bed, the datum height

from the concrete bed was approximated as the average gravel

height which was obtained by dividing the volume of gravel

in a container by the area where the volume of gravel was

placed. The average height was 13 mm, which is nearly equal

to D90 •

The current meter should be placed at the height where

the fluid velocity represents the free stream. For this

purpose, the boundary thickness was estimated using (4.26)

for all experimental waves. A single level from the bed was

chosen for each roughness. These levels were 1.5 cm for the

concrete bed and 3 cm for the gravel bed.
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For a sinusoidal wave, the wave particle amplitude is

defined as:

acS 1 = T ucSm/ 2TT

where "1" stands for a linear wave. For nonlinear waves,

however, the definition of a cS is not clear. In this study

a
cS

was defined as one half of the mean value of the largest

one-third of the particle traveling ranges, which was

obtained through the zero-up crossing method. For this

purpose, the time series of the particle position was

produced in such a way that the velocity time series was

integrated with respect to time through Fourier

transformation, and the result was inversely transformed.

In the process of integration, frequency components lower

than the first harmonic frequency were discarded. The

results of the ratio of a
cS

to a
61

are shown in Figure 4.2

against the nonlinearity parameter, ~. According to

Figure 4.2, the wave particle amplitude by linear wave

theory overestimate the a6 for highly nonlinear waves. From

the figure, we estimate acS values as:

and

a
cS

= a cS 1 (-0.805 log Pn + 1.45)

4.4.3 Friction Factor

for P < 3'.6 ,
n-

for P > 3.6 .
n

(4.29)

(4.30)

The arrangement for the measurement of the friction

factor is indicated in Figure 4.3. The measured total
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Figure 4.2 The ratio of nonlinear wave particle amplitude
to linear wave particle amplitude at the bed
versus wave nonlinearity parameter, Pn •
(Numbers plotted denote rounded non-broken
wave periods and cross marks refer to broken
waves.)
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force, FT ' on the shear plate is expressed as a combination

of the inertial force, Fr , and the drag force. The drag

force consists of two types of forces, the shear stress, FS'

acting on the plate surface and the pressure gradient force,

FP , acting on the front and back plate edges.

The inertial force per unit length of the shear plate

is:

F. = a V (x,t)
1

where,

a = 1/ Q, • (m + pV)

Q, is the plate length, m is the added mass, P is the fluid

density, V is the plate volume and Va is the derivative of

the particle velocity at the bed with respect to time. The

total inertial force is obtained by integrating F i over

c

x=O X=Q, -
Figure 4.3 Diagram of measurements.
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the plate. In order to estimate the space integration from

a time series, two assumptions are made; i.e. the fluid

velocities at the front and back plate edges have the same

time history with a time lag, ~, and the wave celerity, C,

is constant over the shear plate. Using these assumptions, Fr
is expressed in terms of an instantaneous velocity.

Fr = f~ a aV8(x,t)/at dx

V8(,~,t)
f a (-C) dV
V8(O,t)

- - Ca {V6(t,t) - V8(O,t)}
- - C:t {VS(t-t,) - Vo(t)}

'..here,

t 1 = :Ie

Tte pressure gradient force is approximated from linear

:~eGry. The pressure by a wave is:

= ,S cosh kzzcosh kh . '1.',

. :,'~ ;;,:. ~, : :: : .:: '/ e : c c ::. t y is:

.- "":,<,' ~:~'_;;~',::r;:. Z is taken zero at the bottom and is

•. f' ,: ~~ I' .;~~r: fr(~ the bcttom. Dividing Pw by V, we have

,. C' ,,",
.... f- , •. , ~~:~ee~? and V.

"I

.... ~ .-... .";

(4.32)
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Using this relationship, the pressure gradient force can be

expressed in terms of velocity.

Fp = A
e

~p

= Ae (P, - P2)

= Ae{ pC Vo(o,t) - pC Vo(£,t) }

= AePC {Vo(t) - Vo(t-t,)}

where Ae is the cross sectIon area of a plate edge.

The inertial force and the pressure gradient force are

combined and expressed by:

Frp=Fr+Fp

= C (a + AeP){Vo(t) - Vo(t-t,)}

= A {Vo(t) - Vo(t-t,)}

where,

(4.34)

A = C (a + AeP)

= lit,· (m + 2pV)

The shear force per unit length of the plate is:

Fs = '/2·pCf Ap/£·Vo(x,t) IVo(x,t) I
= 13 Vo(x,t) !Vo(x,t) I

where,

13 = 1/2.pC{ Ap/fL

and the friction factor, C
f

, is defined in the form of the

instantaneous bed shear stress, 'b' gi ving:

"b = '/2· pC f VolVol . (4.35)

Ap is the area of the shear plate. Introducing a new
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variable, X (x,t) = V(x,t) IV(x,t)1 , the shear force pery

unit length is;

F5 = BXy ( X, t )

The total shear force on the plate is:

F = /" F dxS 0 5

= J£ B aY (x,t)/at dx
o y

Y (Q"t)
= J Y B C dY y

Yy(O,t)

- - BC {Yy(£,t) - Yy(O,t)}

where,

and,

B = B C

='/t, '(pC f Ap/2)

Finally, the measured total force, FT, is;

(4.36)

FT(t-t2) = F1P(t) + FS(t)

= A {V
c5(t)

- V
c5(t-t,)}

+ B {Yy(t) - Yy(t-t,)}. (4.38)

The time lag, t
2,

between the wave force measurement on the

shear plate and the fluid velocity measurement is due to

three reasons: the physical phase shift between the bed
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shear stress and the fluid velocity, the position of the

current meter relative to the shear plate position and the

small time lag in recording, which is 1/90 of a second at

Station 5 and 1/45 of a second at Station 5A.

Applying a Fourier transform to each term of (4.38)

yields:

£: F
T(t-t2)

e-i2nft dt = FT(f) e-i2nft2

£: A {V8(t) - V8(t-t,)} e-i2nft dt = A V
8(f){'

e-i2nft,}

£: B {Yv(t) - Yv(t-t,)} e-i2nft dt = B Yv(f){' _ e-i2nft,}

= B/i2nf.X (f){' _ e-i2nft,}
v

where, Xv(f = 0) = O. Separating each force into the real

part and the imaginary part, we find the expression for each

force as:

FT(f) e-i 2nft2

= IRt + iIt COS(8, - 82) + sin(8, - 82)
A V (f) {, _ e-i2nft1}

8

= A {(R ·5 - I .T) + i(R ·T + I ·s)}
v v v v

B/i2nf'X (f) {1 _ e-i2nft1}
v

= B/2nf· {(R ·T + I ·5) - i (R 'S - I 'T)}x x x x

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

In the above equations, the following definitions apply:

cos 8
1

R /(R 2 + I 2)'/2
t t t

sin 8 = I /(R 2 + I 2)1/2
1 t t t

82 = 2nft2
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S = , - cos 2TIft,

T = sin 2TIft,

also R and I denote the magnitude of the real part and the

imaginary part, respectively. Collecting the real parts and

the imaginary parts separately from (4.39), (4.40) and

(4.41), we have:

(Rt
2 + It2)'/2cos (8, - 82)

= A (R ·S - I .T) + B/2TIf·(R ·T + I ·S) (4.42)y y x x

(Rt
2 + It2)'/2sin (8, - 82)

= A (Ry.T + Iy'S) - B/2TIf.(Rx·S - Ix·T) (4.43)

Squaring and summing (4.42) and (4.43), the term of t 2 is

eliminated:

R 2 + I 2
t t

= 2(' - cos 2TIft, HA2(R/ + 1/) + (B/2TIf)2(R/ + 1/)

+ 2AB/2TIf·(R·I - I ·R )}y x y x

We can re-express (4.44) in a simple form as:

A2 X + B2 Y + AB Z = W

where,

X = 2(' - cos 2TIft,)(Ry
2

+ Iy
2)

Y = 2(' - cos 2TIft1)(Rx
2 + Ix

2)/(2TIf)2

Z = 4(, - cos 2TIft,)(R yIX - IyRx)/(2TIf)
and,

( 4 .45 )

W= R 2 + I 2
t t

From the ex press ion (1-cos2TIft,) we can see the 1 imi ta t ion

of the frequency range with respect to the size of the shear

plate. When ft,~1, the shear plate is longer than the wave
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length of the frequency components and the shear plate no

longer distinguishes these components.

Equation (4.45) is solved for A and B using a least

square method. The details of this procedure are shown in

Appendix A. It should be noted that an increase in the

amount of data results in an increase in the reliabilty of

the least square method. There are two ways to increase the

data. One is to increase the wave nonlinearity; i.e. to

increase frequency components. The other is to shorten the

shear plate length. Conversely, the accuracy of the results

decreases for waves with less frequency components and for

short period waves. As shown in Appendix A, the final

equation from the least· square method in this case is a

fourth order polynomial. The polynomial was numerically

solved using the Siljak function. Only the positive real

roots were taken. If there were more than one positive real

root, the root with a better fit to the time series of wave

forces was chosen. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show a comparison of

the calculated shear force with the measured total force as
•

well as a comparison of the calculated total force with the

measured total force. Figure 4.4 is an example for the

concrete bed and Figure 4.5 is one for the gravel bed. For

the concrete bed, the results were not very successful.

Many cases for the smooth roughness did not have a positive

real root, and even if having a positive real root, in some

cases the calculated answer did not fit to the measured time
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series well. One of the reasons is that the magnitude of

the shear force for such a smooth surface is very small

relative to the total force, as shown in Figure 4.4. A

small error in the total force strongly affects the

determination of the shear force. The possible sources of

error are the static calibration of shear plate and two

assumptions made, i.e., the same time history of velocity at

the front and back plate edges and the constant wave

celerity over the plate. For the gravel bed, the results

were very good in that the predicted total force was very

similar to the measured force, with the exception of a few

cases in which the wave periods are short (one second) and

waves are very small. The results of the friction factor

determination are shown in Figure 4.6. It is interesting to

note that the friction factors for the gravel bed fit

Jonsson's curve, (4.22). For the concrete bed the friction

factors are rather large relative to those predicted from

existing theories. Figure 4.7 examines the types of

turbulence which were used in the experiments. This figure

shows that the experiments for the gravel bed belong to the

rough turbulent zone and the ones for the concrete bed are

in the transition from the smooth turbulent zone to the

rough turbulent zone. Consequently, it is reasonable for

the concrete surface to exhibit rather large friction

factors.
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Figure 4.6 Comparisons of experimental friction factors under
nonlinear wave conditions with existing curves of
friction factors, (a) Kajiura, (b) Jonsson, and
(c) Riedel.
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4.4.4 Empirical Energy Dissipation

The energy dissipation pertinent to this experiment is

defined by (4.16) since there is no net mass transport, i.e.

U = 0 in (4.15). (It is, however, possible that there is

shoreward mass transport in the surface water layer and

offshoreward mass transport in the bottom water layer.)

From (4.16) and (4.35), energy dissipation is:

(4.46)

E = U Ldw - a b--=---==-----=2
= - 1/2'pCf lualVa

where Va = Va + ua and Va is the steady velocity.

From linear wave theory, the maximum fluid velocity, ~lm

at the bed is:

Ua1m = IT H/(T sinh kh ) (4.47)

Inserting (4.47) into (4.46), energy dissipation, Edl' for

the linear wave is:

(4.48)Ed1 =-2/3TI'pCf {IT H/(T sinh kh)}3

where Va = 0 for the linear waves.

Now, we can compare the empirical energy dissipation to

the theoretical results by dividing (4.46) by (4.48) giving:

(4.49)

This ratio was plotted against the nonlinearity parameter Pn

and is shown in Figure 4.8. In the calculation of ual m' the

measured significant wave height was used. The figure shows

that the energy dissipation predicted by linear wave theory

overestimates that for highly nonlinear waves. The trend of

the plot, however, is not conclusive because the data do not
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Figure 4.8 The ratio of experimental energy dissipation due to
bed shear stress to energy dissipation calculated using
linear wave theory versus wave nonlinearity parameter, Pn.
(Numbers plotted denote rounded non-broken wave periods
and cross marks refer to broken waves.)
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cover the whole range of Pn. For small values of Pn I the

ratio should approach the value of unity, but such a trend

is not seen from the available data. In Figure 4.8, the

cross sign indicates breaking or broken waves. An

approximated empirical rule is:

Ed = Ed1 . for Pn s. 4.5,

Ed = Ed1 (-1.365 log Pn + 1.891) for Pn > 4.5,

and minimum energy dissipation, E dmn is

(4.50)

(4.51)

Edmn = O. 1 Ed1 ( 4 .52 )

The value of Edmn is arbitrarily chosen.
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CHAPTER 5

WAVE BREAKING AND ENERGY DISSIPATION

5.1 Wave Breaking

The breaking wave phenomenon is an important.area of

study in coastal engineering. It is the dominant factor in

wave energy dissipation. Since there are no generally

acceptable theories available regarding the breaking

phenomenon, analysis in this area must depend on empirical

rules.

Michell (1893) found that the limiting steepness for

deep water waves is:

Hb/Lb = 0.142 0< 1/7 (5.1)

McCowan (1894) obtained the familiar wave breaking condition

from solitary wave theory as:

Hb/Db = 0.78

Iversen (1952) and Galvin (1969) found from their laboratory

experiments that the ratio of the breaking wave height, Hb,

to the depth, Db' depends on the beach slope, s. Bowen

(1968) demonstrated that Hb/Db is a function of a parameter

which consists of the beach slope and the deep water wave

steepness. Replacing the deep water wave height in this

combined parameter by the local wave height, Battjes (1974)

called it a similarity parameter and discussed the

usefulness of the parameter. The similarity parameter was
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defined as:

E = S/(H/L
o)1/2

(5.2)
I I

Le Mehaute and Koh (1967) also showed that the breaking wave

condition is a function of the beach slope and the deep

water wave steepness. They obtained the following empirical

formula:

H /L = 076 sll7(H /L )-1/4 (5.3)
b b' 0 0

Weggel (1972) analyzed the dependence of Hb/D
b

on the wave

steepness and on the beach slope and proposed this

relationship:

Hb/Db = b[sJ - a[s] Hb/T2

where,

a[s] = 1.36 (1 _ e- 19s)

and,

(5.4)

b[sJ = 1/{O.64 (1.0 + e- 19. 5s)}

In (5.4), a l s I has dimensions of (sec~/ft).

Meanwhile, Svendsen and Hansen (1976) found that the

ratio, Hb/Db, is primarily a function of a slope parameter.

The slope parameter is a combination of the beach slope and

the relative water depth:

Sp = s/(Db/Lb) (5.5)

In this study, an attempt was made to obtain the wave

breaking condition in terms of the beach slope and the

:"JC"lnline8:",ity pa r amet e r j Pa , which consists of the wave

~~~epness and the relative depth. Data used were from other

~~~estigations; Iversen (1952), Bowen et.al. (1968), Galvin
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(1969), Van Dorn (1976), Hansen and Svendsen (1979) and

Nadaoka et.al. (1982). The range of beach slopes used was

from 1/5 to 1/50. Using (5.1), the empirical form of Hb/Db
was modeled by a power regression curve as:

Hb/Db = B (Pb - 1/7)A

where Pb is the nonlinearity parameter, Pn, for the breaking

waves. Coefficients A and B were determined for each beach

slope. Using another power regression curve, A and B can be

expressed as:

A = a sa2
1

B = b sb2
1

where a1'~ ,b1, and b2 are constant coefficients. They were

determined to have the following values:

a1 = 1/2

a2 = 1/4

b1 = 1/2

b2 = 0

Consequently, the final form for Hb/Db is:
1/4

Hb/Db = 1/2.(Pb - 1/7)1/2.s ( 5 .6)

The estimates of Hb from (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) are shown in

Figures 5.1. Correlation coefficients of these estimates to

measured values of Hb are 0.96 for (5.4) and 0.98 for (5.3)

and (5.6). From this it may be concluded that the empirical

relationship expressed by (5.6) gives a better estimate of n
b

than does (5.4), and as good as (5.3). In (5.6), Hb is
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Figure 5.2 Diagram of hydraulic jump.

determined only from local properties, whereas (5.3)

requires the deep water wave height.

5.2 Energy Dissipation Due to Wave Breaking

The energy dissipation in a breaking wave is the main

cause of wave attenuation. Investigators of this process

have estimated the dissipation by adopting the related

phenomenon of a hydraulic jump as a model for breaking wave.

Those are Hwang and Divoky (1970), Svendsen et.al. (1978),

Battjes (1978), Gerritsen (1981) and Stive (1984).

The change in energy level, ~H, through a hydraulic
•

jump is given by:

~H = (h2 - hl)
3/ (4 h, h2) ( 5.7)

where h, is water depth before the jump and h2 is the one

after the jump. See Figure 5.2 for an illustration of this

process. The rate of energy change, dE"/dt per unit width
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in a bore, which is referred to a moving hydraulic jump, is

given by:

dE,/dt = - pgq ~H (5.8)

where the discharge of water per unit width is defined by:

q = (C - V,) h, ( 5 .9)

C is the velocity of the ~ore and V, is the flow velocity

before the jump. Relating the rate of dissipation of the

total energy in a bore to the rate of energy dissipation per

unit of distance, we find:

(5.10)

The mean energy per unit area, E, equals:

(5.11)

where L is considered as a distance between consecutive

bores.

The energy flux, F, is given by:

F=C E (5.12)gr
The rate of change of the energy flux is:

dF/dx = d(Cgr E)/dx

= C dE/dx + E dC /dx (5.13)gr gr
From (5.10) and (5.11) the gradient of the mean energy per

unit area is:

dE/dx = ('/C·dE,/dt - E dL/dx)/L

Inserting (5.14) into (5.13), we obtain:

(5.14)

dF/dx = n/L·dE,/dt + E (-C /L·dL/dx + dC /dx) (5.15)gr gr

The second term of the right han9 side of (5.15) implicitly
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shows the bed slope and the change of wave height influence

on the energy flux in addition to the dissipation from

hydraulic jump. Including the second term of (5.15) in the

first term, we define the energy dissipation, Eb, in a

breaking wave as:

E = - dF/dx = - A /L·dE,/dtb E:
(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.19)

where A is an empirical coefficient. From (5.7), (5.8) and
E:

(5.9), dE,/dt can be expressed in terms of the wave height,

H, and the mean water depth, D:

dE,/dt = - pgCa2/4 . (H/D)/(aH/D + ') H2

where,

H = h2 - h,

V,h, = nt C
and,

o = h, - nt = a h,

a is an empirical constant determined to be 1.22, see

Figure 5.3. Inserting (5.17) into (5.16) we obtain:

E - A a2/4 . pg/T' (H/D)/(aH/D + 1) H2 (5.18)b - E:

or

2 2Eb = Asa /8n . pg . (H/D)/(aH/D + ') wH

Introducing a coefficient s , which is defined as:

s = /2 A a2 (H/D)/(aH/D + l )
E:

Eb is expressed in the same form as Gerritsen (1981) used:

2Eb = s/(8n/2) . pgwH (5.20)

Using (3.6) we can express (5.20) in terms of the total mean
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energy density, E, and the nonlinearity parameter, Pa :

(5.21)

It should be noted that in this formulation E is defined as

two times the potential energy, and the wave height is the

mean value of the largest one-third of wave heights. The

potential energy is defined in terms of the variance of

water surface fluctuations.

Hwang and Divoky used an A value of 0.8 in an
s

analytical prediction of wave set-up and wave height in the

breaking zone.

Svendsen et.al. found As to range from 1.4 to 1.6 • Battjes

used an A of 1.0 in an irregular wave analysis and found
s

good agreement between predictions and experimental data.

Gerritsen used s values in his laboratory study. ~ values

used by Gerritsen ranged from 0.3 to 0.5. Using H/D=0.6 As

values corresponding to these s values are estimated from

0.4 to 0.7. Stive experimentally obtained A values ands

used As values of 1.3 and 1.6 "in his prediction model. He

generalized As as a function of the similarity parameter,

So ' expressed as (5.2) in terms of Ho '

In order to determine As values in this study, the

energy equation, (5.16) was numerically solved for E

including the dissipation by bottom friction. The

calculated values of E were fitted to the data by adjusting

As values. The As values obtained in this way are 0.15 for

one-second waves, 0.27 for two-second waves, 0.40 for
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three-second waves and 0.50 for four-second waves. Wave

heights and mean wave energies calculated using these values

of A are compared with data in Figure 5.4 to 5.7. There
s

appears to be little dependence on the deep water wave

steepness. In this regard, the results do not agree with

Stive's results. Using Stive's experimental wave. heights in

the present semi-emprical model, values of A were found to
s

be 0.9 for both tests. The quantitative difference of As

between Stive's model and the present model result mainly

from the discrepancies in the energy density values. Stive

showed that the experimentally obtained mean energy flux, F,

was closely predicted from the following approximation in

the inner region of breaking zone:

F = 1/8 . p~ H2(gh)1/2 (5.22)

In performing calculations using the present model, Pa

values were found to be about 6 for test 1 and about 10 for

test 2 of Stive's experiments; i.e., H/n are 3.5 and 4.6,rms
respectively. This means that the mean energy densities

used by Stive are 1.5 and 2.6 times greater than the energy

density used in the present model for test 1 and test 2,

respectively. Nonetheless, the predicted wave height decay

rates agree well with Stive's data, see Figure 5.8. As

values were also obtained using Horikawa and Kuo's data

(1966) ,see Figure 5.9. These As values are plotted in

Figure 5.10 against the modified slope parameter,

S*=s/(D/L)1~2 The trend is qUite clear. However, the values
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of A for small values of S* are uncertain, especially for
c

the case of a horizontal slope. In Figure 5.10, "x" marks

were calculated using estimated wave height and water depth

at the breaking points for Horikawa and Kuo's data. The

value for a slope of 1/80 was used to obtain the modified

slope parameter for this experiment. From Figure 5.10,

approximate Ae: values are:

and,

•

for 0.03 < S* < 0.085 ,

for S* > 0.085 •

(5.23)

(5.24)
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CHAPTER 6

WAVE SET-UP

6.1 Introduction

Wave set-up refers to the mean change in water level

due to wave deformations in the process of shoaling and

breaking. The mean water level is lowered in the shoaling

process and rises after the wave breaks. The wave set-up is

an important design parameter in coastal engineering. The

increase of mean water level allows higher waves to exist in

the shallow water region. The higher water levels also

creates a current structure in this water region.

Laboratory measurements of wave set-up by Bowen et.al.

(1968) indicate that the maximum elevation of the water

level can be as much as 50 % of the breaking wave height.

Hansen (1978) also found from field measurements that the

maximum wave set-up is 50 % of the significant wave height

at the breaking point.

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964) successfully

explained the phenomena of wave set-up by introducing the

concept of radiation stress. Under steady state conditions,

the horizontal momentum equation is generally given by:

d(UM)/dx + dSxx/dx + pg(h + n)·dn/dx + T = 0 (6.1)

The first term in this equation is the gradient of the mass

transport and the last term is the average bed shear stress.

Neglecting the mass transport for flume experiments, this
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mometum equation becomes:

dS /dx + pg (h + n) dn/dx + T = 0xx
By neglecting the mean shear stress term in (6.2),

(6.2)

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart obtained the following formula

for wave set-up in the area before the breaking point:

n - - k H2/(8 sinh 2kh)

Bowen et.al. found good agreement between the wave set-up

calculated from (6.3) and measured data in the region well

outside the breaking point. However, measured values near

the breaking point were always less than the calculated

values. In contrast, Van Dorn (1976) showed that calculated

set-up values from (6.3) fit his data quite well. Van Durn

obtained values for k in (6.3) using observed wave speeds.

Van Dorn also found that the mean surface slope of the wave

set-up after waves breaking on a plane slope is independent

of wave periods and depends only on the beach slope. The

relationship was given by:

- 2dn/dx = 3.4 s

6.2 Radiation Stress

(6.4)

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964) developed the

concept of radiation stress by beginning with linear wave

theory. According to them, the radiation stress component,

S ,in the direction perpendicular to the coastline is

given by:

Sxx = E (2n - 0.5) (6.5)
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where E is the mean wave energy per unit area and n is the

ratio of the wave group velocity to the wave velocity.

These parameters are defined from linear wave theory as:

2E = 1/8 . pg H

and,

n = (1 + 2kh/sinh 2kh)/2

(6.6)

where k = 2TI/L and h is the still water depth. In shallow

water, n is unity and S is given by:xx

Sxx = 3/2 . E (6.7)

Gerritsen (1981) developed expressions for radiation stress

for nonlinear waves. According to Gerritsen, radiation

stress for long waves and cnoidal waves is given by:

- 2 8Sxx - E (Fr1 + O.5) ( 6. )

where Fr1 is defined as:

Fr1 = C/Igh

Radiation stress for long waves and cnoidal waves is larger

than radiation stress for linear waves since F
r1

is always

greater than unity for these nonlinear waves. Stive (1982)

obtained the radiation stress for two laboratory tests based

on the measurement of the fluid velocity and the water

surface elevation. He compared the resulting radiation

stresses with radiation stresses calculated from linear wave

theory and from nonlinear wave theories. These nonlinear

wave theories were the Cokelet's wave theory and the

hyperbolic wave theory. His two test results showed that

calculated radiation stresses from linear wave theory and
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from these nonlinear wave theories overestimated the

experimental radiation stresses before wave breaking. After

wave breaking the calculated radiation stresses from these

nonlinear wave theories underestimated the data while the

radiation stresses from linear wave theory overestimated the

data.

According to Longuet-Higgins (1974), the potential

energy for solitary waves is 45 % of the tota~ energy.

Consequently, two times of the potential energy is a

reasonable approximation of the mean wave energy. If we

define the mean wave energy as two times the potential

energy, as expressed as equation (3.1), the energy

calculated from (6.6) is much greater than this wave energy

estimate. It is worthwhile to see how the radiation stress

from (6.5) changes if we use the mean energy defined from

the potential energy instead of the energy from (6.6). The

comparisons are made in Figure 6.1 using Stive's

experimental results and radiation strsses for Cokelet's

waves calculated by Stive. The radiation estimate from

(6.5) with the wave energy obtained from potential energy is

in very good agreement with data at and just after the

breaking point. Inside the breaking region however, the

radiation stress from (6.5) underestimates the data values.

This disagreement between the radiation stress calculated

from (6.5) and the data results primarily from the

difference of the wave energies from the data and the
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estimate inside the breaking region. Although the radiation

stress from (6.5) along with the wave energy defined from

potential energy underestimates the data from Stivers test

inside the breaking region, it is as good as the calculated

values from the nonlinear wave theories.

6.3 Experimental Results of Mean Shear Stress and Its

Effect on Wave Set-Up

The mean shear stress in the momentum equation (6.2) is

usually considered to be negligible. The mean water levels

calculated using (6.2) without the mean shear stress have

shown good agreement with laboratory data; for, example, Van

Dorn (1976) and Stive (1982). On the other hand, Gerritsen

(1981) reported that the results of both field observations

on Ala Moana reef and model studies indicated a shoreward

mean shear stress.

In the past, experiments were commonly carried out over

a smooth bed with the exception of those by Gerritsen

(1981). In the present study, experiments were done both

over a smooth bed and a rough bed in order to evaluate the

effects of bed roughness on the mean shear stress.

Time averaged shear stresses were obtained using

measured bottom particle velocities and experimentally

obtained friction factors. The pertinent relationship is

given by:

T = 1/2 . pC f V8(t)I\l8llff\
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The measured mean shear stresses were separated into four

cases; i.e., for non-broken waves and for broken waves over

two types of bottom surfaces. Non-dimensional mean shear

stresses, T/pgD , are plotted against the ratio of the wave

height to the water depth in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. For both

types of bottom, it appears that the mean shear stress in

the non-broken wave increases with HID. Although there is

some difficulty in determining accurate trends from the

small amount of data which also is susceptible to lack of

precision, linear regression lines for both types of beds

are drawn in the figures. Comparing these regression lines,

the mean shear stresses for the rough bed are approximately

twice those for the smooth bed. According to friction

factors obtained in Chapter 4, however, the friction factors

for the rough bed are approximately four times those for the

smooth bed.

For broken wave cases, the mean shear stresses are

plotted in Figure 6.4. These data are scattered around zero

with no readily apparent trend. For this reason, the mean

shear stress for broken waves is considered to be zero.

The mean water levels were calculated both with and

without these empirical mean shear stresses. The smooth bed

cases are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.7. Comparisons are made

in Figures 6.8 and 6.10 for the rough bed. All cases show

some improvement in the mean water levels when calculated

values include the mean shear stress. In these calculations
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of the mean water level, positive shear stresses were

applied to the non-broken waves and the shear stresses for

the broken waves were taken as zero. Stivers experimental

results also indicate positive mean shear stresses just

before and at the breaking points. For four-second waves in

Figures 6.7 and 6.10, the calculated mean water levels are

in very good agreement with measured values. For cases of

three-second waves the predicted mean water levels are less

satisfactory but still reasonable. For cases of two-second

waves the deviations of calculated mean water levels in the

wave breaking zone from measured data are most apparent.

The deviations of calculated values from measured values are

seen in both two-second waves over the concrete bed and over

the gravel bed. This evidence suggest positive mean shear

stresses in broken waves for the case of two-second waves.

This suggestion also agrees with the results in Figure 6.4.

From Figure 6.4 there are evident positive mean shear

stresses for two-second waves in the area where HID ~s

greater than 0.6. From this figure the values of the mean

shear stresses in the broken two-second waves were fo~nd to

be approximated by TjpgD . 103=0.25 for the case of concrete

bed and 0.8 for the gravel bed only in the area where HID is

greater than 0.6. These values were tried for tests 26 and

61 and the results are shown in Figure 6.11. The predicted

mean water levels are in very good agreement with measured
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values. These results suggest that the mean shear stress in

broken waves is dependent on HID and the wave period.

In summary, it may be said that non-broken nonlinear

waves produce positive mean shear stress. The magnitude of

the mean shear stress depends on the ratio of the wave

height to the water depth. The mean shear stress is most

significant at the breaking point where HID is maximum. The

magnitude and the direction of the mean shear stress for

broken waves are not conclusive and were found to not be

very significant except for two-second waves. The mean

shear stess for broken waves are a function of the wave

period and the ratio of the wave height to the water depth.

The relative significance of the mean shear stress in the

calculation of the mean water level primarily depends on the

bed roughness. For the gravel-covered bed used in the

present experiments, the estimate of the meam shear stress

in non-breaking waves is given by:

T = 0

and,

for HID ~0.190 ( 6 .9)

-1
T = pgD {O.844(H/D) - O.160}·lO ~ for HID> 0.190 (6.10)

For the concrete bed the mean shear stress is approximated

by:

and,

T = 0 for HID ~O.113 (6.11)

-3
T = pgD {O.398(H/D) - O.045}·lO for HID> 0.113 . (6.12)



For broken waves the mean shear stress is tentatively

considered to be zero in this study.

95
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CHAPTER 7

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

7.1 Introduction

The computational procedure developed herein is

appropriate for calculating the mean wave energy, the wave

height and the mean water level in the near shore zone. The

formulations used in the calculations are primarily based on

linear wave theory with experimental results applied as

nonlinear wave corrections. These nonlinear wave effects

were discussed in previous chapters; i.e., wave height in

Chapter 3, energy dissipation due to bed shear stress in

Chapter 4, energy dissipation due to wave breaking in

Chapter 5 and effects of mean.shear sress on wave set-up in

Chapter 6. All these nonlinear wave effects are included in

the computational procedure. The mean wave energy is

calculated using the stationary two dimensional energy

equation with experimental energy dissipation relationships.

The mean wave energy links this energy equation and the

stationary momentum equation. Subsequently, the mean water

level is calculated using this momentum equation. The mean

wave energy also links to tha wave height calculation

through ~he nonlinearity parameter.

Comparisons between results calculated using this

procedure and measured data were made in previous chapters;
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i.e., concerning wave height and mean wave energy in Chapter

5 and concerning wave set-up in Chapter 6.

7.2 Equations Used in the Computational procedure

In the computational procedure the governing equations

are:

dF/dx = - Et

and,

(7.1)

dS / dx + pg (h + n) dn/dx + T = a (7 .2)xx
In (7.1) F is the energy flux given by the mean wave energy

times the group velocity. The dominant dissipations are

considered to·be due to bottom friction, Ed' and wave

breaking, Eb • In flume experiments, the viscous

dissipation, Ey ' on the side walls is also included.

SUbsequently, the total dissipation of energy is given by:

Et = -Ed + Eb + Ey (7 .3)

Ed' Eb and E
y

were discussed in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and

Chapter 2, respectively.

He-organizing (7.2) the momentum equation becomes:

dY/dx = pgn dh/dx - T

where;

(7 .4)

(7 .5)Y = 1/2 . pgn2 + pghn + Sxx
and S is defined as:

xx

Sxx = (2n - 0.5) E (7.6)

In equation (7.4) dh/dx is obtained from the given bottom

profile. The mean shear stress, T, was discussed in Chapter
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6. E and n are expressed in terms of F and Y:

E = F/Cgr

and,
2 1/2n = -h + [h - {(4n - 1) F/Cgr - 2Y}/pgJ (7.8)

In this study the two simultaneous first-order ordinary

differential equations, (7.1) and (7.4), are solved for F

and Y using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The

initial value for F is obtained from the wave energy, E, a

given value and from the group velocity, Cgr, which is

calculated using linear wave theory. The initial value for

Y is obtained from values for wave set-up and radiation

stress, S , which are also calculated using linear wavexx
theory. Equation (6.3) is used in calculating the initial

value of wave set-up as expressed as:

n= - k H2/(8 sinh 2kh)

E and n are then calculated using (7.7) and (7.8). After

calculating E, the wave height is determined using the

empirical relationship (3.6).

As a example this computational procedure is applied to

Hansen and Svendsen's (1979) experimental test number

051071. Comparisons between measured values of wave heights

and mean water levels and results calculated using this

procedure are shown Figure 7.1. The figure shows that the

calculated values of wave heights and mean water levels are

almost exactly the same as the measured values before the

wave breaking point. After the wave breaking point the
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calculated wave heights exibit very satisfactory agreement

with the measured values. The calculated values of wave

set-up are less satisfactory but still reasonable. The

predicted wave breaking point is also in very good agreement

with the experimetal wave breaking point.

The empirical relationships used in the computational

procedure are summarized in Table 3.

7.3 Notes Regarding Calculation Procedures

The mean wave energy is defined from the variance of

the water surface fluctuations; i.e., two times the

potential energy. The wave height is defined as the mean

value of the largest one-third of the wave heights. The

initial point of the calculations should be a point far away

from the breaking point, where linear wave theory is

applicable in calculating wave set-up values. For the mean

wave energy and wave height calculations the unique curves

cf (3.5) and (3.6) are applicable at least for bottom slopes

ranging from 0 to 1:34. The first approximations of C and n

are ffiade taking D=h at each calculation step. If necessary,

the resulting D value is used to again calculate C and n in

an :terative process. It was, however, noticed that the

f:rst approximations of C and n do not significantly change

~he calculated results. The increment of ~x is changed at

e2ch ca~culation step according to the ratio, HID.

~~d:tionally, the limitations of ~x are used; for example,
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the maximum value of ~x is 2 m and minimum is 10 cm for this

flume experiment.

Required initial values are the wave period and either

the wave height or the mean wave energy. Data describing

the bottom profile and the bottom roughness are also

required.
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TABLE 3

Empirical Relationships Used in the Computational Procedure.

(a) Wave nonlinearity parameter

H = the mean value of the largest one-third of wave heights

Ha= 18" "rms
H20

Pn= -ca coth (-ca)
Ha 2( 0 )Pa= -ca coth -ca

(b) Wave height from mean wave energy density and vice versa
Hn
rms

= f(P n)

a =
3

a =1

a =4

b1 = 1. 095 x 10-2

b2 = 1.108 x 10-3

b = 4.397 x 10-3
3

b4 = -3.966 x 10-4

b5 = 9.694 x 10-6

Hn
rms

= f(P a)

= bO + b1 Pa
bO = 2.94

-4-2.480 x 10

1.613 x 10-2

-8.690 x 10-4

1.836 x 10-5

-1.378 x 10-7a =5

a =a

•(c) Wave celerity

C2 = gLa t h(2nh)a -- an L2n a
i) Non-breaking waves

C = Ca for Pa 2 4

C = {~10g(Pa) + 0.8} Ca for 4 < Pa 2 18.88

C = 1.23 Ca for Pa > 18.88



TABLE 3 (continued)
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Empirical Relationships Used in the Computational Procedure.

ii) Breaking waves

C = (1 + 0.25 H/D) Ca

(d) Nonlinear wave particle amplitude at the bed

aol =TU om/21T
ao = a8l
ao = (-0.805 log(Pn) + 1.45) ao1

(e) Nikuradse roughness

for Pn.:: 3.6

for Pn > 3.6

ks = 1.735 D90
(f) Friction factors

for 0.54.:: 090 .:: 46 (mm)

1/(4~) + log{1/(4!T;)} = -0.08 + log(ao/Ks) by Jonsson

(g) Energy dissipation due to bed friction

Edl =-(2/31T) Pfw {1TH/(T sinh kh)}3

Ed = Ed1 for Pn.::4.5.

Ed = (-1.365 log(Pn) + 1.891) Ed1 for Pn > 4.5

Edmi n = 0.1 Ed1

(h) Wave breaking criterion
1/4

Hb/D
b

= 1/2,(Pn - 1/7)1/2·s

(i) Energy dissipation due to wave breaking

Eb = (A€a2/T)'(H/0)/(aH/D +1). E f(Pa)2

a = 1.22

A = 0.15
€

= 0.27
= 0.40
= 0.50

for one-second waves
for two-second waves
for three-second waves
for four-second waves
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Empirical Relationships Used in the Computational Procedure.

(j) Radiation stress

Sxx = E (2n - 0.5)

E - n2
- og rms

n = (1 + 2kD/sinh 2kD)/2

(k) Mean shear stress

i) Non-breaking waves

For the gravel bed D90 = 18 mm )

" = 0

T = pgD (0.844 HID - 0.160).10- 3
for HID < 0.190
for HID> 0.190

For the concrete bed

T = 0 for HID < 0.113

T = pgD (0.398 HID - 0.0450)'10- 3 for HID> 0.113

ii) Breaking waves

T = 0
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

Based on this study, it is concluded that:

(a) The new and unique curve obtained in this study for

wave height prediction, Figure 3.4, is applicable in

the entire nearshore region, even in the breaking

zone, at least for slopes ranging from 0 to 1:34.

(b) For rough turbulent conditions, friction factors

determined under highly nonlinear wave and breaking

wave conditions fit well to the Jonsson's friction

factor curve, which was developed from sinusoidal

waves.

(c) The phase shift between the shear stress and the

particle velocity at the bed has little effects on

the friction factor. This conclusion is based on the

fact that the friction factors in this study were

determined with the phase shift whereas, the friction

factors by Jonsson were without the phase shift.

This conclusion comfirms Jonsson's results.

(d) The energy dissipation calculated using linear wave

theory overestimates the energy dissipation due to

bottom friction in the shallow water region.

(e) The energy dissipation due to wave breaking is

accurately predicted by assuming similarity to a
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bore. The energy dissipation coefficient is a

function of the modified slope parameter,

1/2
S* = sl ( Db I Lb) •

(f) The mean shear stress is a function of the bottom

roughness and the ratio of the wave height to the

water depth for non-breaking waves. For breaking

waves the mean shear stress depends on the wave

period in addition to the bottom roughness. and the

ratio of the wave height to the water depth.

(g) The effect of the mean shear stress on the wave

set-up depends on the bottom roughness and the wave

period. The mean shear stress is important in'

calculations of wave set-up for the rough bed and

for short period waves.

(h) By using the method developed in this study it is

possible to accurately calculate the wave set-up and

energy dissipation of waves approaching the shoreline

given the incident wave height, wave period and water

depth, the bottom profile and the bottom roughness on

a gentle slope.
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APPENDIX A

Solution of Equation (4.45)

The equation (4.45) is solved for A and B using the

least square method. The difference, d; , between the left

side and the right side of (4.45) is defined as:
2 2d. = W. - (A X. + B Y. + ABZ.)

1 1 1 1 1

where denotes an individual data. The summation of square

of differences is:

N
o = L d. 2

;=1 1

Taking derivatives of Dj

aD/aA = 2L (W A2X B2y

aD/aB = 2L (W A2X B2y
ABZ)( -2AX

ABZ)(-2BY

BZ) = 0

AZ) = 0

(1)

(2 )

where the sUbscript, ,is omitted hereafter. Re-arranging

(1) and (2)j

2A3 LX2 + 3A2B LXZ + AB 2(2 LXY + LZ2)

+ B3 LYZ - 2A LWX - B LWZ = 0

A3 LXZ + A2B (2 LXY + LZ2) + 3AB2 LYZ

+ 2B3 Ly2 - A LWZ - 2B LWY = 0 (4 )
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Dividing (3) and (4) by A
3

j

2 ~X2 + 3(B/A) ~XZ + (B/A)2(2 LXY + ~Z2)

+ (B/A)3~yZ - 2(1/A)2~WX - (B/A)'(1/A)2~WZ = a , (5)

~XZ + (B/A)·(2 LXY + ~Z2) + 3(B/A)2~yZ

+ 2(B/A)3~y2 - (1/A)2~WZ - 2(B/A).(1/A)2~WY = a . (6)

Introducing new variables, P and Qj

P = (1/A)2 (7)

Q = B/A , (8)

where P and Q are always positive since A and B are positive

values.

Inserting P and Q into (5) and (6)j

2 ~X2 + 3Q ~XZ + Q2(2 ~XY + ~Z2)

+ Q3 ~YZ - 2P ~WX - PQ ~WZ = a ,

~XZ + Q(2 ~XY + ~Z2) + 302 ~YZ

+ 2Q3 ~y2 _ P ~WZ - 2PQ ~WY = 0 .

(9)

( 10)

From (9) and (10) the final equation is obtained in terms of

Q.

( 11)

where,

AO= EWX'~XZ - ~WZ'IX2

A1 = 2(EWX'~XY - ~X2·~WY) + (IWX'~Z2 - ~WZ'IXZ)

A2 = 3(EWX'IYZ - IWY'~XZ)

A3 = 2(~WX'Iy2 - IWY·~XY) + (~WZ'EYZ - ~WY.~Z2)

2A4 = EWZ·IY - ~WY·~YZ

W= R 2 + - 2t it

X= 2(1 - cos 2TIft1)'(Ry
2 + I y

2)
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v = 2(1 - cos 2nft1)o(RX
2 + I

X
2)/(2nf)2

Z = 4(1 - cos 2nft1)o( Rvolx - IvoRx)/2nf

Q = B/A

and,

P = (1/A)2

= {2 LX2 + 3Q LXZ + Q2(2 LXV + LZ2) + 03 LVZ} /(2 LWX + 0 LWZ)

The equation (11) is numerically solved for Q using Siljak

function and only positive real roots of Q are taken.
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TABLE 4

Bottom Profile for the Two-Dimensional Hydraulic Model.

0 00 ::::3 90 12 2:3 :36 C' 1 2:~: • 66 14 2'~ 35 (1'3 4. 45'-'
1 C'"' :3::: .";'0 1:3. ~Z1 ~1 34 2';- 24 4 ,~, 1 ,~, 34 35. :2.6 ,-, 4'=<,.' .. '-' '.' .;..
,-,

:~::3 .-" .... 9 ~3 13. 76 31 75 oj co 1 '3 12 :::: ::: :36. 62 2 • :36.::.. ':. ':. .:. ,_I.

:3 ~1 9 ::: ::: .-.. "" 14 • 52 29 5:3 25. 95 1 1 4:::: :~:7 . :3::: ,-, :36· ·.0-' .0-

:3 :::5 :::0 65 15. 2::: ..." .... C' oj 26. 71 10 4::: :::::3 • 14 :~: .:31· .::.c· ,_1,_,

4. 61 75 57 16. 04 26 ~14 27 47 '3 53 .-,,"'.
9~1 :3 4';-.,:,.j. .

5. :3::: 70 4'::' 16 c' 1 24 ·77 2:=:. 24 ::: 26 :~:9 • 67 :3 18· '.'

6. 14 65. 41 17. 57 19 ~15 2'~ (10 7 62 40. 4:3 ,-, 70..::..
6. ';'~1 6~1 ·96 18 3:3 17 7::: 2'~ I"Ij :~: 4'::' 4 1 19 2 70
7 66 57. 15 19. (19 17 46 :3~1 52 ,-, :::6 4 1 '~5 4 • 1 ,-;.· · .0- 'J

':- 4 ,-, 5:3. 02 19. 85 17 15 31 2::: ,-, 54 42. 71 :3 49'J. .::. · .::. .
'3. 1 ';l 4'-' 26 2~1 62 17 1 5 ,-,."',

~15 :;: 4'::' 4:::: 4::: ,-, 54':-· . · .:.'.::., . .0-.

'3 q'" 45 0';' 21 :3::: 16 8'~' 32. ::: 1 :;: ::: 1 44 24 2 . 54·..' ,.1 · . ' '...
10. 71 4 1 2:3 ",-, 14 16 1 9 ."', .-, C'- C' 0::: 45. (1~1

,-, 54· ... ~. .;;..;;. .....1 ( '-' .::..

1 1 47 :3:3. 113 '-,1.~
9~1 15. 24 34. ,"',."', 5 4(1· .:..:.. .:J.~

TABLE 5

Locations of Equipment.

DI ::: Hit'K; E
(m)

DEPTHCMLLW) MANOMETER
cc fll)

WAVE GAUGE SHEAR PLATE

41. :30 2.'~ 1 #1
:3';l. :3:3 :3.2';l #2 1* ,~,

'-'
:37.70 :3.26 #3
34.25 5. :36 1*4 1*4
~: 1 • 6~1 2.94 1*5
2'3.62 :3.61 1*5
2', . i .-.. 6.96 1*6 1*5• .0-

26.7(1 10.4';l 1*7
24. 0~3 1:3.87 #:3
21 • 7~3 16.74 #5A
21. :;::3 16.8:3 #'3 1*5A
20. 1:3 17. 15 1*10 1*6
15.20 2:3.68 # 11

'3. Hl 4:3.80 1*12
2.50 :38.76 1*13 1*7
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TABLE 6

Wave Breaking Points, End Points of Broken Waves and Types of
Breaking Waves. (Distance Is in (m). SP and PL Stand for
Spilling and Plunging Breakers, Respectively.)

TE:n # B. F'. 1 E:. F'. 2 E:. F'. :::: TYF'E1 TYF'E2 TYF'E::::

:3F'

:::F'
:::F'
:::F'
:::F'
::;F'
F'L
:::F'
F'L
F'L
F'L

s F'

F'L
::;;F' F'L
F'L :;P
F'L
s F'
::;;F' • F'L

...

F'L ::;;F'
:::p F'L

F'L s F'
F'L
:::: F'
s F'
F'L
s F'

s F' s F'
:::F'
:::F'
:::F' :::F'
:::: F' ::;F'
F'L F'L
PL

39.7 40.0 F'L F'L
:::F' s P

15.7 32.~1

:3';' ·7 40 -;.

:;::3 ·7 :3::: .(1

.':::(' <: :;:'~ 0·._' .
2'~ 0 :34 .-,

s;

2'~ ~:1 :3 :~: 0
:;::3 0 :3'3 <:

•.J

26. <: :3:~: 0..J
,-, co 5 ,,:,.-;, 5.::. '-* '...' .:..·
27 5 :32 (1

::::0 5 :~::3 !Z1
23 5 3 1 6
:::: ~:1 2 •... t .... !Z1· 'J';" ·:;:0 .-, 'j,,,,,:,

~:1.::. '.'':''

1 'j. <: :3 1 5._' ·1 :3 :3 :3 1 ·6
1 '3 :3 ~: 1 ·7

1 7 2 ::;:2 ~3

1 1 ,-, 1 ,,:. (1':. ._'
1 ':. (1 2? (1'..'.
1 '3' <: 34 2·.•'
;21 4 :32·5
1 '3 6 ::::!Z1 ~3

27. :~: :34 <:._'

:3 1 0 34 ·1:1
4 1 5 45 ·0
:3 1 ~3

.....-, a· ,~.':I

2::: 4 :36 e-.•'
2'.~

,-, :;:.5 4':'
1 8 <: 2::: .-,._' s;

1 ';l e- :32 :::.•'
1 9 0 29 (1

::::0 0 :34 ·5

:32 :3 :36 .-,
.::.

:31 2 ::;:5 .-:. ::::6 5 :3'3 0.•'
2'? 0 :30 <: :30 5 :;:4 5.•'
:3 1 4 :34 e- 4 1 C1 42 !Z1._'
26 C1 :3 ::;: <:·._'
22 <: :3:;: :::._'
25 <: :34 7.•'
1 9 4 3:3 7
19 ;2 :34 2

..... ...,

.:;.,'

,., C'
.~ ..J

26

12
1::::
14
15
16
17
18
1 ';'
2~Z1

24

22
21

25

40
41
42
4:;:

44
45
46
47
4:::
4'3
50
51

54



TABLE 6 (continued)

Wave Breaking Points, End Points of Broken Waves and Types of
Breaking Waves. (Distance Is in (m). SP and PL Stand for
Spilling and Plunging Breakers, Respectively.)
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TE:::T 1* E:.F'.l

C'C'
.:) ....'
56
57

5':':1
60
61
62
6:;:
64
65
66
P:-{

6:3
69
71;) .
71
-r ,-,
f .::.

'")';0
I ,_,

E:. F'. 2 B. F' • :~: TYF'E1 TYF'E2 TYF'E3

F'L
F'L
F'L
F'L
F'L
F'L
F'L
:::F'
::: F'
s F'
s F'
::: F'
s F'
:::F'

74
75
76
77

7';.t
80
:31
82
,"'.,-,
,j.j

:36

'?5

';'7

se·7 :3:3 ·5 :::F'
2 ';.a 4 :3~: 7 F'L
:;:1) ':; 3:~: 4 F'L
1" C' 22 7 25 0 :32 . .-, s F' ::: F'.J . .::.

21;) • ~:1 :3:~: ';; F'L
2~~1 • .-, :32. a ::: F'.::.

19. 5 '""l'" 0 F'L.:J,-,

1';; 4 :~:2
... F'L,.

1:3. 4 :32. 5 F'L
17 5 :32 5 F'L
1:3 5 :32 C' F'L· .J

20. 1:1 :34 ·4 s F'
1,., 6 :3:3 2 F'L':' . ·1:::: 4 ,':!.,:, :3 F'L.~.~

2~:: 6 .-, c:: I;) ::; F'· .,:..;:1

22 0 :~::3
.-, :::F's;

1" ,., ,,:..., ::: :::F'.:' ...1':" ·27 5 :34 :3 :::F'

:~:o • 6 34 ·:;: F'L



TABLE 7

Significant Wave Height in ( cm ).

~::TI1TI1JH t·lUt'1BEF.:
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#7 #6 #511 #5 #4

12 4. 90 -::' 64 '::. 45 7 :::;2 .-, 1 1 :3. :3';, . '.J · .::.

13 4. 28 7 7::: :3 40 5. :3:~: 1 77 1 9'3
14 6. 0S 7 83 :3 2~3

co 41 1 6:3 2. 34· · ,_I.

15 .-, 55 :3 56 :3 ~: 1 .•, 61 ;2 ~3(1 1 67.::. ,~, . .
16 10. :37 '~ .3~3 '3 :34 4. 45 .,,:, co~ 2. 02'.' ,_I ...

17 .-, 59 .., 84 3 91 5. 14 .-, 72 2 1.-,.::.. '-' . · .::. c;

18 :3. 0'3 ... '34 4 21 4. 46 .",,:, 6 1
.•, 21.;;. 00- .::.

1 ';:. 1 1·1 :3 1 .:' 1 1 12 ·01 ::: .4::: 2 9(1 1 60-.
20 1 (1 ·~31 1 .:' 57 1 1 ·43 4. 69 1 ::: 1 1 5:3-.
:2 1 10. ::: 1 1 4 5'~ 1'" '~'-I 6. 1.-, .•,

:~:2 1 72•.J · .:J.:J .::. .::. .
24 16 ; 4'3 1 1 :31 10 6 1 6. ',1 1 62 '-:0 26· · 00-.

.-, C' 1 r-, ',~3 1:3 9 1 1" 74 :3. '32 2 ::: ';" 1 ::::~:'::'--1 ,='.
26 1:3 '3:;: 12. 5'~

1 .•, 44 7' 50 ,,,:. 1 ';:. .",:, 14.::.. '-' . 00-.

27 10 :3:3 16. 1 :3 12 6:3 5. 84 .-:' 66 .•, 1700-. .::..

28 1 (1 61 15. ss 17 5'·' .,
74 .-:. ::: :::: .-, 1 '::.· · 00- ( . '.' .J. 'J

2'3 1 1 1 ,-, 15. 6 1 1 1 4:3 '~ . ~~1 :::: :~: 25 :3. '3:3· ,:;, .
32 5. :35 7 2:3 7 66 s. 95 4 64 .•,

'~ 1· · .::..
3:;: ..... 46 :3 02 3 0'3 4 • 4'~' :3 '31 4. 2600-. · '.'

34 .-, 71 :3 57 4 17 5. 31 .-:' 2::: .-, 75.::.. · · '.' .::..
35 .-, 32 4 1 0 4 .,:!~ 5. :~:6 4 56 4. 3~3.:.0. · .s t

:36 6 76 6 27 5 · ( ..- 6. 4'~ :::: 05 (1. 00
:37 4 7:3 ,-, :37 8 86 113. 16 5 213 :3 62':-· ·:3:3 5 ~32 7. 45 6 7 1 ::: .:3';' .-, 913 4 • 1:3· ..:'
:39 14. 15 15. 1 7 1 ..... 46 ( .:32 .•, 7 6 (1 0000-. ·::at
4(1 10 51 1 '3. 54 1:3 67 6. ',::: .-, -:0,'"',

~: 15.::. a' .:'

4 1 1 4. 16 1::: • 05 15 77 ,-, :32 .., '; 1 :~: 51· O. .;'1,

4'-' 9 39 ,-, ..... 1 7 1 4 -::' 55 6 9 ~~1 :3 5 1e; ':' 00- , .
43 :;: 85 4 43 :3 16 5. 27 co 04 5. 7:3· '-'
44 3 19 :3 ss 4 58 5. 113 co 7(1 6. 5'-'· '.' ' ,:;,

45 :3 ~35
.., 5'3 :2 8':;' 4 • 7'=" 4 4':' 4 • 9:3.J · '.J '-'

46 7 67 '3 42 ., :34 1 1 44 co :::7 5. 2:3· '.'
47 5. 22 ,.,

'30 9 53 1 ,-, co 1 6 ~co 6. 47,='. .::.. .J ...._1

4':' 4 60 6 • .,~ 5 77 ,., 86 '34 0 1 6 on'-' ( { ,='.

4'3 10 g., 15. 121'" 14 05 1 1 :36 5 64 4 0:::.::.

50 ::: . '31 17 :3', 17 48 1 (1 • .- co 4. 7'~ 5 :300._1

5 1 I~ '38 15 1 121 1'" 121';' 1 .:' 07 7 1 2 4 :30'J

52 12. 27 2:3. 39 1 ., 06 -::' :::3 co 04 4. .....~, . , . "-' . .::.':;,
co ... 15 :36 21 ,- ., 20 32 1 1 ll:::: 6 44 5 15.:J.~ · 1::>, ·54 2. 16 2. 44 .-, 84 :3. 1 ,~, .-, 9', :3 1 100-. .J ...:.



TABLE 7 (continued)

Significant Wave Height in ( cm ).

STAT I ml t,Wto1E:EF.:
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TEST 1-1,:,.

C'C'
.:; ....1

56
57

62
6:3
64
65
66

68
70
;"1
72
7'3
74
75
76
~~, ,

#7

12. :;:2
15.63
9. ';'i0
';'.54

10.03
1 ~Z1. ~3::::

14. 1s
11.66
5.49
5.4:3
6.17
2. :32

10.7';'
2.89
7 4:3
3.53
2.67
2. :36
6 1:3
5 43
5. 1 ';'i

12.7:::
11 25

';;. :38
15.87
1 1 7 1
17 2:3
14 ';;6
13.75
1 ;; •.~:::

14? 3
1';'. 8:3

.~ *1
',.74

1 '5 •.~.~
1·),5

'5 25
,:-.17
-' 14
:;. (

#6

1:3.04
11 82
1:3.28
12.00
1:3. 18
H'.5:3
1:3 24
14 08
7. :34
7 69
7 1';;
:3 22
:::.44
:3 9:::
6.29
:3.713
3.4:3
:;:. 17
6.67
8. 13
6. 19

14. :3:3
19. ',8
1:3. ';'i6
15.75
16. :37
14 36
12.43
16 75
22 137
1,=, 37
L 17
1;: 813
17 52
1738
12 27

6 51
,:, 3:~

'3 50
5 74

- j C'
_' .J

#5A

113.77
10.2;::1
11 24
s. ':;a3
8.4:3
s. 67

10. 18
11 15
7.09
9.07
6.013
2.7:3
6.'n
3.65
5.56
3.45
:3. 10
2.8:::
6. :37
:::.06
5.60

14.02
11 51
14.30
10.43
14.08
8.61
8 413

13.38
18.52
10 23
14 67
12. 1';.
17.48
13 71C!
11 4:3
5.83
',.52
2. '~5

5.29
3. ~12

':' 27
2 4';'

#5

4.96
4. :::9
4. '37
5.4':'
5 ~16

6 0:::
6 '36

6. :::4
5.4:3
5.9';'i
2.54
6. 1:::
:;:. :34
4. ::: 1
::;: 34
:~: '~7

6.27
8.34
6.66
7'" '37
6 14
5 56
';' 25
::: ::;:4
6 97
6 1C11
6 06

I 136
7 5';'

1:3 5:3
:3 1:3
" '~5

10 n
6 74

3 42

";: 65

#4

1 62
1 7(1

1 ::::5
1 12
2. 16
1 92
2 e i
2.17
1.57

2 25
2.55
1 :::2
s. ~:14

2.57
:3 54
4 05
s. 7'3
s , 3:~:

2.4';'
:;:.01
4.5:3
:~: (1:3
:;: 46
2 54
:~: 26
4 136
4 9:::
.~: :::9
5 6:::
4 '::' ",
4 40
6.4:::
7' 45

2 6:3
4 ::: :::

:;: 62

.74
74
99

1 11
1 14
1 41
1 24
1 24
1. 42

',4
',';1

1. ';'3
1 66
2.25
1 78
:3.24
2.68
2.44
2.21
1 ';10
2.38
3.01
2.45
2.59
2. :35
2.3£1
:3.66

:3.75
4. ';'8
:3.46
4.58
4.04
,;: :32
4. ~31

2.0:3

2. :::(1
2.6';'
1. ';':3



TABLE 8

Root-Mean-Square Wave Height in ( em ).

STATIOt·l HUtH:EF.:

116

#7 #6 #5A #5 #4 # .-,
.;.

1 .-, 4 8(1 ? 4'3 8. :31 7 50 1 7:3 .-, :3~~1,:;. · , ~I

1.-, 4. 17 "" 65 6 1 7 :~: (0 1 30 1 46.=- ,. ·14 5. '36 7 69 s 07 5 .~17 1 47 1 6'~1· 0;; •

15 .-, 47 "':' 4'-' .., 26 .-, :32 1 :;: :;: 1 :3·3.::.. '-' .;. .... ,:;. · .
16 U3. 66 9 132 8. :::8 :3 ;2'? :2 7':'- 1 49I'...' ·17 .")

5~1 :3 2:3 .., 85 .-, 2::: 1 94 1 61".. ... .:..·18 2. '37 3 77 4. 1 5 4 :3'~ 1 'H .-, 08. ". .
19 1 1 05 10 ·73 1 1·2:3 7 ·2:3 2 :;:0 1 12
20 '3. 86 s , 75 8 34 :3 45 1 :37 1 1 1
21 10. ,-,-, 10 81 1" 57 4 5':' 1 5::: 1 26t:'G · _. . '..
24 16 26 :3 24 7. ,:,..., 6 24 1 .:' 1 1 7 1· '.. , '-'
'''Ie:: 1 I:: 59 12 54 1 1 60 :3 1:::: .-, 1 '~ 1 :34':'.,J ,:;.

26 1.-, 74 10. ·..·e· 1 1 4 1 5. ,",,-:, :2 :;:7 1 6',.~ . ·j·oJ · ,:,.,'

27 10 ·57 1 4 97 10. 72 4 82 1 ::::3 1·60
2::: 10. 43 14 25 16. '34 5 ::: 1 2. .., .:' .-, 42· I·...' .:..

2'3 1 1 '~11 14 9', 18. 7:3 .;:, 2:;: :2 64 .-, 97';;J · "..

:32 co (£1 6 99 ? :35 ,~ 62 :3. 74 2. :3:3..,J. · , . 'J

''''j ,-, :31 2 85 :3 ~ •3;2 4 24 .-, 4':' :3 • 18'~'-' ".. · .::.. '-'
:34 2. .54 :3. 139 4. 135 .-, 90 .-, 09 1 ':":3.s , .:;..

:35 :3 07 :3 5'") .:. 96 4 s :;: :;: .:3:3 :3 • 1 6· · ". 'J.

:36 6 6·~1 6 01 5. 65 6 :;: 1 .-, 76 .3. •38,:;.
..,.., 4 58 :3 1 4 8. 73 7 ....,.., :3. 56 2. :;:';l... , .::..::.
,.,0 4. :35 7 2:3 6 .... ., e 57 .-, ,-,., .--:' ::::3'J ....' .:., .::.. ':' I' "..

:3':J 1 .-, :::4 1 4 0"" 1 1 38 7 .-.,-, .-, 00 O. 80.~ . · "
e; ':' ';'"

4.3 10. :30 1 ':' 513 1 1 14 4 50 1 9:;: .-, 24, . ,:;..

41 1 :3 :::9 17 0'3 14. 21 6 (J0 .-, ::: 1 2 . 69.::..
4'-' ';l 01 7' :35 6. ""-1 7 1 :3 co 5::: 2. 7:::e; · · I" e; ,_I •

43 .:.
6:~ 4. 1 1 .-, ':J', 5 ~~12 4. 52 5. :;:6•J ". .

44 :3 1 1 :3. 69 4. 44 3 69 .-, 6 1 5. 13.':1

45 2. 94 .:. 29 .-, 76 4 00 3 26 .-, 70oj · ".. .:J.

46 7 51 l~ 12 9. 13 10 :::? 4 "",:, ..., 4. Sl· I" .~

47 co 86 7 48 " 40 :3 64 4 7;:1 .:. ',:3'.'· · · '..'.
4:3 4. 45 6 56 5. 6':J ::: co~ ::: C' .-, 4. 86._1 ..- ..... .::.
49 10 70 14. 65 1.:' 7 1 10 c:":' :~: 7'3 :3. 67· 'J. '~'J

5.3 a 61 12 ';l~1 1:3. 07 7 71~
.-, .,,:, ':' .... 56.;,. ·.. 'V .~ .

5 1 ';l 6'3 14. 73 '3. :32 1 1 24 5. ,-, ""':' :3. 4';l':' I

52 1.... 121:3 21 90 1:3. :35 4 ';'6 .-, 55 .... 85".. · ';". .::..
co.... 1 '" 01 1 ';l 72 19 • ....co

'~ 04 4 2::: '":1 21~.,J .=, .,J .~.,J
'..'.

54 1 95 .-, 28 2. 78 2 I~::: :~: 9 1 2. ';5.:.



TABLE 8 (continued)

Root-Mean-Square Wave Height in ( cm )

STAT I O~l ~lUt'1BER

---------------------------------------
TE:::n Ho • 1f7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #3
--------------------------------------------------

c-c- 1 ,~, 02 1., ~J 1 s. ';'8 .", 6(1 1 03 51...l.J .:... .:J •

56 15. .-.. .., 'J 40 7. 57 :3. 67 1 4::: 7~J.:..( 'OJ • ·
57 9. 56 1 1 4~J 10. 63 .-, 67 1 44 72.:J. · ·58 '3. 30 9. 30 7. 63 -:> 44 '36 55.-,.

5'3 9. 8':' '3. 36 6. 00 .... 1a 91 61'-' .~ .
60 9. 88 .. 710 7. 45 .-:' 7';" 1 56 7'3,. . ,_, I

61 1:3. :3:3 1 1 97 " .57 6. ~J', 1 c-c- :::6· ,_1 ... 1

62 1 1 55 1 ,~, 5', 110. 38 5. ~,-, 1 5tt :38. .." . l' .::.

6:3 5. 40 .. 16 6. 99 6. 56 1 6(1 1 1..,
t • · .~

64 5. 29 5. 6', 8. c- .., 4. ~:1 :3 1 27 '36'J':" ·65 6. 04 6. ';17 5. 8', 5. :3:~: 1 :::6 1 17
66 2. 65 3. 1!:16 .., 73 1 ":"~ 1 4:::: 1 1::::.:... I .' ·67 H1. 53 ::: .,-,,-, 6. 76 5. 82 2. 24 75.::.-::. ·68 .-, 78 :3. 57 .... 61 2. r::,., 1 ,-,..,

8'~'.::.. .,J. ,_I.:,. · .,:, " ·oJ

70 7. 24 6. 0:3 c- 45 4. 6::: 2. '36 1 :34·oJ.

71 .... :3'3 .:> 56 .... 39 :3. 2::: 1 94 1 co .-
.;j. .." . .,J • · \J 1::,

72 2. 5'-' 2. 710 3. 102 2. n .-, 15 1 78..~ .::. .
;":. 2. 72 .., 79 .... 84 :3. 19 1 " 1 1 :34, ,." .:... .::. . ·
74 6. ~J 1 6. 510 6. 2', 6. 14 .:> 1 1 2. 44'..' .
75 5. :33 ":' 27 7. I~'''') 6. 19 2. :::'~ 1 84, . 0.:..·...- 5. 05 4. ',5 5. 50 6. 2 1:;&

.-,
::::'~ 1 5',( t::. .::. .

77 1.., 42 1.") 84 1:3. 57 ":' 1:3 2. :3 ::; 1 ., .",
.:... .." . , . , .~

7::: H1. 91 16. 0:3 a, 55 :3. ',0 1 62 1 :3',
7';' 9. 59 14. 8~J 10. 42 :~: . :32 1 97 1 71:':1
80 15. 5', 14. 55 9. 72 8. 76 :~: .45 .-, 27.::..
s 1 1 1 42 15. 42 1:3. 28 7 4:3 .-, 1 1 1 76. s; •

82 16. 88 10. 37 6. 24 5. 0:3 .-, :31 1 '32-::..

:3:3 14. 70 9. 48 6. :31 :3. ,-,.-, 1 "":' ...., 1 76.j~ · .. .::.

84 12. 82 15. 46 1 1 95 4. 4~J
.", 10 1 73. 0::. •

85 1.-, 71 19. 44 1,", 04 6. 65 :3. 1:1 ~:1
.-, 7'3.~ . O. 0::..

86 14. 66 P 15 7. .. co 4 . 61 '':' 0::: 2D 36( ·oJ '..' .
,.,? 16. 5::: F' 69 10. 75 c- (15 2. C",", .-, 570, ·oJ • ....I,j .::..

88 7. '3:3 1:3. 4 .., 12. 00 1 ,~, 40 3. 97 :3. 6',0::. .:...

8', 9. 60 14. 89 16. 41 6. 05 .-, 06 .-, 31.;" . ,:'..

9(1 15. 75 16. 62 13. 07 'J 4'=' :~: . 15 4. 04'-' .
'31 10. 81 1" 010 1 1 26 H1. 7~J

c- ~Z15 :3. 32_. . ... 1,

92 e- 1'" 6. :34 5. 77 6. ~]7 c- ....,"":' 4 • 19...;. s, -' . .,;. I'

q'") 6. 1:3'~' 9. 07 9 06 ..,. 15 4. 17 .-, 5:3• ·oJ .-, r . .::. .
'34 2. '35 .:> 27 2. ':' CI :3. 34 .-,

O~J 1 61.." . .... .' .;,;. . ·95 5. 56 5. 610 5. 1" 5. 62 4 • 7:3 3. 66
% .-, 6'3 :3. 110 2. % .:' :3', .-, 55 1 "".::.. '-' . .::..

'37 ":' '34 7 14 6. 1:3 4. 8:~: :;: .54 .-, 55, . .::..

',::: .-, 65 .-, 6', 2. 42 2~ 57 ;2 • :3:~: 1 80.::.. .::..

117
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TABLE 9

Wave Period Corresponding to Significant
Wave Height in (sec.).

:3TAT I Citl t'IUt'lE:EF.:
---------------------------------------

TEST t'l,:, • #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #':-'J

--------------------------------------------------
12 .:- 1:31 :3 II 013 ..., ','3 ,., 9'3 1- ~ .... 1 ,"", ,"".

'J. .::.. .::.. , .;,. ,;:.. ':'

1:3 4. ~31 ':> '39 3. '32 .-, 15 1 .-,..., 1 66~, . .::.. II·:J ..

14 2. 07 2. 06 2. 06 ,-, 07 1 29 1 51.::..
15 ,-, ',5 .-, 9C' 2. n 1- 8:3 1 43 1 76.::.. .::. . '.'
16 1- 0(\ 1- 01 1·01 1 • 02 1 ~:14 1 06
17 :3. '37 :3 II ';'16 :311 ':il4 "J 14 .-, ::::6 2.22.:. . .::. .
1:3 1- ';'19 ..., 00 1 9';'1 1- '39 1 ~J 7 1 • ';:I',-::..

1'3 1. 99 2. 00 2.00 .., 00 1 24 1 • 6~J.:..

2~1 4. 00 4. 00 ..., ::P3 2. :32 1 :~: " 1 .87..:>.

21 2. % 2. 5', 2. % ,-, 57 1 1':' 1 .48.::.. '-'
24 4. 04 ..., 56 3. '31 4. ~:14 1 5~:1 1 .36..:>.

25 .") ',5 2. 97 ..., '37 1 75 1 .-,.-, 1 50.:.. .::.. .::..::. ·26 1- ';'19 2. 01 2. 01 1 .9';'1 1- 17 1 • ';&9
'-I "? .:- ';'10 .-, ';'10 3. 89 1.n 1 15 1 64.:., 'J • ..:i. ·2:3 2. 97 2. 97 2. '38 2. 7'~ 1 1.-, 1 650::. ·2', 1 98 1 9'3 ~, 1313 2. 00 1 16 1 • ':il9. . .::. .
:32

,.,
00 '-, 00 2. 130 2. 131 1 .-, .", .",:,

~J 1.:.. .::.. .::..::. .:. .
:33 2. '35 2. 97 2.94 .-, 94 1 1,-, 2.22.::.. ':'
:34 4. 04 4. 02 4. 01 ':- 25 1. 75 1. :31.., .
..,C' 2 • 02 ..., 04 2. 1:3 ,-, .",,:, l(;: 2. ~:::17 1 46-..' OJ -::0. 0::. .:..

:36 . '3', 1. 131:3 ·'3'3 1 • ~JI3 1 IH e , ~J0

:37 4. 02 4. 1:32 4. 1:31 2. 74 1 '~2 1 .48
:3::: 2. 97 2. 96 2. '35

,., ',6 1 74 1 Hi.::..

:3 '3 1- 9';'1 2. 132 2. 1:31 ,., 0':- 1 70 ~J . J::H].::.. ~,

4~J 4. 04 4. 04 4.03 1. ';'8 1 1.:' 1. 70'.'

41 2. 93 2. 94 2. '34 .., 15 1 ~:::17 1 II :3';.:..
4 .., 1 132 1. 02 1 1:31 1 ~J2 1 02 1 l16e; ·4:3 .-, 02 2. 1:34 2. 03 ,,":, 03 ,-, 1 1 2. l15.::0. .:.. .::. .
44 4. 02 4. 02 4. 00 2. 92 1 54 2. 1 1
45 ,-, 97 .-, 96 :3. 00 2. 9:~: 1 -:0 .... 2. 2:::.::.. .::.. ,. 0::.

46 2. 60 2. 00 2. 06 2.00 2. ~30 2. 0::::
47 4. \35 4. 01 4. \32 2. 47 1 • :::6 2.02
48 .•, '37 2. 94 " '3:3 ''''':' 94 2. ';' :~:

.•, 07.::.. .::.. .:.. ..::. .
4'~ 1 H 2. 01:3 1 '39

,.,
00 1 15 2.04.::..

5~] 4. 02 :3. 84 :3 • 71 ,., 15 1 5::: 1 62.::..

51 2. 97 2. 97 2. 31 2. ':il8 2. ':.? 1 .66-,
52 4. 137 4. 08 4. 06 1 :31 1 14 1 31
5:~:

,., n 2. ',7 '.J ';&7
,., 99 1 51 1 90.::.. .:.. .::. .

54 2. 0:3 2. 05 2. 01 2. 02 ,..,
02 .-, 010::.. 0::..
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Wave Period Corresponding to Significant
Wave Height in (sec. )

:::TAT I Ot-l t·Wm:ER
---------------------------------------

TE:H t'l,:, • #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 lB

----------------------------------------~.---------

55 'j 131 :3.0~3 :3. ~;H3 1 62 1 10 1. 27'.' . ·56 4. 1'") 3.:35 4. 10 :3. 14 .:' 1':' 1. 64"- '.' . '-'
57 :3. 02 3.0:3 .... 02 1 • 64 1 • ~3:2 1. 41..).

5:3 4. 13 4. 1 1 4. 1 1 '''':' .~",? • :::4 1. 26.....~ I

5'3 4. 31 :3. 1.-, .-, 05 2 •.52 1 · :~:5 1. ........,
s, .~ . .:..'.'

613 'j 6:3 .") 91 .... 62 1 62 1·:~: ::: 1. 20'.' . ,,-. .~ . ·61 1 '39 2.01 ~, 01 2.131 1 .2::: .', 131. .::.. .::. .
62 1 '3'3 1 .9'3 2. 00 2. ~:H3 1 16 1. 6"=''.'
6:3 :3. 121·... .... 013 3. 130 3.~30 1.64 1. 5'-'. .::. .~ . .~

64 4. 14 :3.37 4. 12 2. 5~1 1.65 1. 66
65 1 99 2.013 1 .99 1·'~':;' 1 • ';I',

.-, 0:3. ..::. .
66 2. 9'~ 2.98 .") 96 1 71 1 1s 2. 135,,-. · ·67 1 .01 1·131 1 01 1 .131 1 .~1l 1. 06
6:3 4. 1:3 4. 1 .") 4. 1 1 ..... .....-, 2. :::(1 .-, 37s, ~. ·:Jt .::..
n1 1 .00 1 .01 1·00 1·~H3 1 • ~:1 0 1• 01
71 2. 0~: 2. 04 2. 02 2. 02 1 · :~:6 2. 134
., -"':1 4.21 4. 16 4. 16 4. 14 2.42 1. 55,"-
7:~: 3.01 2.99 .... ';,:3 2. ',7 1 • :::2 1. 5~:.::..
74 .") 130 2.00 1 '39 1 '39 2.01 1. 6~1,,-. · ·75 4. 06 4.05 4. 05 2. 74 1 .6', 1• ,,:>':'

OJ""

76 2. 9'3 2. '37 2. '~7
.•, ',7 1 .61 1. :3:::-, .::...,- 1 '38 1 '38 1 99 1 9'3 1 • ~:::t:3 1. 99, ( · · ·

7:3 4. 12 4. 1 1 :3. 75 2. 20 1 .64 1. 55
('5' 4.58 4.55 4. 1 1 .', :::6 2.2', 1 64e; •

80 2. ~30 2. 01 2. 0e:1 .-, 01 1 1'3 1. 7'3.::..

81 .., 05 :3. 06 :3. 135 :3. ~15 1 • :~::3 1. 22·oJ.
:::2 4. 16 :3.70 2. 70 :~: .:~:4 1 • :::6 1. ..,0:-.. ,.'
,""l'-' :3.72 'j 35 .', 68 1 61 1 o:-~ 2. 15,=-.~l ·oJ. .::.. · .-;) (

84 .., 135 .... 02 3. 13'") .-, :3:3 1 1 1 1 66' ..'. .;i. "- ~ .
:35 2. 99 2. 99 .... 9'3 .', 7~:1 1 47 1. 53~. .::. .
:36 :3.69 :3.50 2. :34 2.27 .', 1 1 2.:35~.

:37 4. 16 4. 15 4. 14 2. :~:2 1 ... 1:' 1 77
:3:3 :3 • 131 :3.03 :3. 02 '7) 02 1 72 1. 56....' .
89 4. 07 4.136 4. 137 .-, 05 1 '.0:- 1. 41~. .1:,.:;

'3(1 1 9'3 2. 00 .... 130 .~ 13(1 1 .6(1
.•, 01,,-. .::.. .:;,.

91 1. 99 1. 99 2. 00 .~ 00 1 1..., 1. '39.:.:.. · .~

'~'j :3. 13·... 3. 01 3. 00 .? ~:10 1 .71 ':' :36,0:;. .~ 'J. .:...

,,:;: 4. 136 4. 04 4.02 ...,
5'~

.-, 16 1. 70.::. . .::..
94 3. 136 :3. ~33 3.0(1 :::: . ~:lIJ 1 • :::7 1 ';'2
',5 ..., 1310 1 9'3 1. ',9 1 ',9 1 .99 2. e:n3.:... · ·',6 4. 1.., 4. 1.-, 4. 0'3 4.139 .., H1 1 54c; .::. '':''

',7 1 01 1 01 1 00 1 01 1 o 1 1 03
',8 .•,

~1:3 2 • ~3 :3 2. ~12
.",:,

~n 2. ~) 2 .', 05"-. .:... .::..
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TABLE 10

Mean Water Depth i n ( em )

:;~,JL STAT IOt,j t~ Ij 1'1 E: EF:
ABOVE ----------------------------------------

TE:::T t,j o l'lLUJ #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #-,,;,

---------------------------------------------------------
1 2 'j 42 '~2 , :32 21:1 40 20 1 0 1 O. 6::: s. 2:;: 7 1 '?'-' · · ·1 'j

,-, 3:3 92. 2:~: 2(1 4:~: 20 05 1 0 92 '~ .09 7 136'-' ..:' ·1 4 :3·:3:3 92. 2:3 20 46 213 1 1 1 13. '~9 9. :33 7 16
15 'j r= '.. '32. 52 21:1 713 213 :::: ::: H1. '~7 9. 132 6 '3:3'-' · -''::-

16 'j 44 92. :34 213 4 1 211 134 1 1 1 1 .~ .37 7 ..,.-,
'.' · · ·.~.j

17 :3 ·6:3 '32. 5:3 20 75 2 ~Z1 4::: 1 1 0 1 '? • 1 4 7 04
1 :3 3 48 92. ":'-:' 213 6:3 211 .~.,:, 10. :::2 .~ 1:14 6 :3~:· ....~ · '." ..'
19 :::: 16 '32. l16 211 ·24 20 20 1 1 01 '~ .59 7 46
213 'j 21J '32. 10 20. 45 21~1 :~:4 1 1.:;:::: ';.. 4'? 7 ·48'.'
~, 1 :~: 25 ';'2. 15 20. :35 20 134 1 1 30 '3 4'? 7 46.::. ·
24 '.. 58 '? 1 4:3 20. 7~1 20 60 1 1 59 '3. -;'.:' 7 74.::. · I I_'

25 2 62 ';. 1 "" .. 20 7 1 20. 6:::: 1 1 74 s. ';2 7 :39;;;I.::. ·26
,., ..,'.. 9 1 62 20 .-, ,-, 20. 2:3 1 1 06 ';' .61~1 7 5:3.::. · I' ~ · .::. .:'

,-,-:"
6 132 94. ';'2 22. ';"6 ,-, .-, 91:1 14. 0:;: 12. 2';- 11~1 24'::'f · .:::..:.:. . ·2:3 6 1 1 95. 13 1 22 92 .~.~ 7 1 1 ':' 55 1 ,-, :3~1 113 22· · ~.:... '..'I .::..

2';':1 6 16 '35. 136 2:3 ~15
...,.•, :::2 1 ':' ';'7 1 ':' 3';- 1 ~1 37· · t::..::. . ,"'.

:32 6 4:3 95. 3::: 2:::: 513 2:::: 1 ';. 13. 6::: 1 ,-, ~1::: 10 01· · .........-, 6 c:',-, 95. 4:3 ,.,':' '? .:. .-:' .:' .-. co 1s , ';'9 1 1 :::(1 9 74.:J.j ·....I,=' .:..~ I '_' .:.. ...' •.: .....1

:34 6 ·4';1 95. :3';':1 2:3 66 2:3 :;:(1 1s. '?4 1 1 ';':11 I;' ·76
:35 6 55 95. 45 2:3. 74 2:~: :37 1

,-, 9::: 1 1 ,"', ..., 9 79.:.0. ':..;.

:36 6 613 95. 50 2:3·6::: 2:~: ::::5 1 :;: ::: :~: 1 1.:32 ';I 7';'

37 6 60 '~5. 50 2:3. """J 2:~: 3';' 1 :;: ';'5 12. 2 1 10 0:3· , ...
.-.,.., r:: 64 95. 54 2:3. 7:~: 2:3. :~:5 1s. :::6 1 ,., 02 i e 132.;'';:1 .::. .
3';':1 6 27 '35. 1 7 2:3. 4~1 2:3 • :36 14. 413 1 " -,.,

tt1 02· ( -
40 6 2:3 95. 18 23. :37 ........, .-, .-. 14. ''')'-:' 1 ,~, 413 1\;) 41.::. ..:' ..::..::. .:...:.. ....
4 1 6 12 95. 132 22. 96 2:3. 1 2 14. 19 12. 6:3 10 5':-· . '_I

42 ';" 37 Sf;3. 27 26. 4'~ 26 1 4 16. 66 14 65 12 ·56
4'j ';':I 39 9:3. 29 26. 55 26 21~1 16. r-, -:0 14. 6', 12 62'.,J I:' I' ·
44 I;' 62 98. 5'~' 26. G'? 26. 4 1 16. 91 14. ':';;:3 1'" 80· ' ... .::.

45 ';' 58 ss 4:3 26. 74 26 42 17. ~:17 14. 9 ::: 12 :3:3
46 9 49 9:3 3';':1 26. 5'? 26 'jc:' 16. 72 15. 1 1 1 ::;: 1 0· · '_' ._1

47 ';':I 48 9:3 :3::: 26 6 1 26 :~:6 1 6 . -s .-, 1 co 1 .- 1 ,-, ';'6I' •.:' ,_, . .::.
4':' '~ 62 '~::: .52 26 ""CO 26 40 1 6 '30 15. (15 1'-' ';0'-' I' ..J .::.
4';1 '~ 52 9:3 4'-' 26 .- .-, 26 25 1 7 .-,-, 15. 50 12 50.::. '=1-::' "::'l'

51:;) I;' ·44 '?:3·:34 26 44 26 21 16. '?4 15. 34 1 ':' 29',J

5 1 9 41 98 31 26 49 26 1 6 1 6 '?2 1 co :36 1 ,-, 30· · ,_1. ,~ ·52 9 27 ';':1:3. 1 7 26 1 6 26 .-:,.,:" 1 7 :39 1 co
5~J 13 48· .:...~ ,oJ •

"" .. '~ 513 98. 413 26 2~1 25 ';";' 1 "" 36 15 9:3 1::;: "? ,-,
....1.,:'

" · I':"

54 '? 47 98. :37 26 "?co 26 36 1 6. ';t :~: 15 09 1,-,
7:~:· , 'oJ .::.
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Mean Water Depth in ( cm )

:S~'~L :3TAT IOt·l t·~ Ij t'1 E: EF:
ABo"lE ----------------------------------------

TE:;T ~~.;. . ~1LUj #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #.-,.;.

---------------------------------------------------------
55 '-J 6'? 91 59 19. 88 1 '3. :::5 1 1 14 ';", 2::: 7 1.-,.:.. .:.

56 2. :3:3 ';,!1 2:3 213. 23 2 ~3. 26 1 1 .",..., ';& • :3'j (' :3 ::;:.::.t::.

57 .... 72 '31. 62 19. 87 1 ,=< 64 i a , :::4 ,j '35 6. '34~. I_" •

5:3 .") 713 91. 613 19. 9:3 1 ,=< :::0 Hi. :::::: ::: .n 6. :36.:.. .'.
5';,! :3. ., .') 92. 1:3 20. 25 2(1. 06 1 1 19 '~ .28 " 14-'" , .
613 3. 1 1 ';&2. 01 213. 3:3 2 ~3. 14 1 1 2';,& s. :313 ( .12
61

...,
(17 ';11. Cl7 213. 25 2~3 • 2(1 1 1 3 ~;:1 ';I. 54 7 :34.~ . -, , .

6 ..... ..., :3 ~3 ';&2. 20 213. 32 1 ,=< '31 1 (1 • :::7 ';" :~:7 " 26.:. '':', , .
63 :;: .54 92. 44 2~1. 58 ~:o . 21 H1. -sr-,

'~ .02 6. 94I' .:.

64 3. 46 92. 36 20. 57 2(1. 17 1 1 (16 ';a. 07 6. 'N
65 ..,

48 92 • :3:3 20. 63 20. 2:3 10. ,-t 1-' '3. ~):3 6. ';,!:3'.:>. ':.,;:.

66 3. 52 sz. 42 2~:1 • ~.., 2~1. :35 1 1 0(1 ,., :37 6. se-( ,;:..

67 ,-, 5'''' '32. 42 20. 57 20. 121'3 H1. :::';a s. ~3'3 6. ',9.;). ,~

68 3. 55 ';'2. 45 213. 71 2~3 • :~:7 1 1.(12 :3. '39 6. 8';1
7121 6. 6(1 '3'5. 50 2:3. 74 2::::. 34 14. (1::: 1 1 96 9. ',5
71 6. 62 95. 5" 23. 76 2:3. :3'3 14. 12 1 1 ';'6 '3. 89...,.-, 6. 60 95. 5~;:1 23. 75 2:~: . :3::: 14. u::: 1 1 ',4 s. ',0( 0::.

73 6. 5:3 ';5. 4::; 2:3. 76 2:~: . :~:'~ 14. 10 1 1 .91 " .8':l
74 6. 48 '?5. :38 23. 5', 2:3. 19 1:3• ';'1 1 1 .::;6 " .81
75 6. 4'') 95. :3:3 ., ,-, 54 2:~: . ~)5 1:3. :::5 1 1 ',:3 9. 81'J -'.:>..., .- 6. 44 '35. :34 2:3. 613 23. 15 1:;:. es 1 1 ::;4 " .77( t::>

77 6. 21 ':J5. 1 1 2:3. 4(1 22. ::::3 14. 06 12. 22 1121 • 21
..".., 6 • 113 95. 0121 23. :30 22. :::'~ 14. 12 12. 15 Hi. 69( ,='

7';' 6. 113 '35. 013 ...,.~ ",co 22. ,-, co 14. 09 1 1 58 1 ~3 • (14,::,,;). 'J '..' '::-'~

s 13 5. 84 94. 74 2:3. :34 2:3. ~;:1 (1 14. 15 1 '=, :32 16. :35
:~ 1 5. 'N 94. 84 2:3. :34 22. ~,-, 14. 04 12. 16 10. 1 1I' I:'

:::2 5. 56 94. 46 2:~: • 51 2:~: . 2'~ 14. 4::: 1 .-, 44 H1. :3'~.::..
:3:~: 5. 41 ';,!4. :31 2:3. 61 2:3. :36 14. 5~:::1 p 45 10. 4'").:.

:34 .5. 62 ';14. 5? 2:3. 25 22. :32 14. 22 1 '-J :3~3 1121 •
.,...,

.:. . -,
:::5 9. 01 '37. ';11 26. 51 .-.. r: """"'":' 17. 1 1 15 • ::::4 1 .:' :34.:.. ,_I.

"
(

'..'.
:::6 ,-, 54 97. 44 26. 5:3 26. 1" 1 7 54 15. 4:3 1 .:. 41o , , . .....
,-,~ ,.., 4(j Cf"? 30 26.6:3 26. t ';. 17. 44 15. 4:3 1 ':' :39.':)( ':> • - I • 'J'

:38 s, 01 '~7 • 91 26. 71 26. 1 1 16. 79 15. 137 13. 02
89 8. :33 97. 7:3 26. :3(1 ,.., ,- 15 17. 14 15. 1 ,., 13. 1 ~3.::.b. ..:'
90 8. 79 ';'7. 69 26. 7::: 26. 1 ':' 17. 17 15. 32 13. 33'J

91 9. 1 1 9:3. 01 .., .- 61 26. .-,,-, 16. % 15. 07 1:3• 03.:..0. ,::,~

92 9. 28 98. 18 26. 64 ,-, .- 27 17. 00 14. 79 1 .") 6';1-::.b. .:..

'~:3 '3. 47 ',:3. 37 26. 67 26. 1 .:' 16. '~5 14. ';'2 1 ,~, 85'-' .:..

',4 9. 50 9:3. 4~;:1 26. ,: ,=< 26. ''',""" 17 • 06 14. :::4 12. 78... - ":;'1'

',5 '? • 46 ',:3. :36 26. 62 26. 15 16. ';'7 14. 77 12. 70
96 ';I. 45 '~:::....,co 26. 61 2t:~ • 19 16. '37 14. 79 1 .~ 69,:J._' .:..

97 '? • 44 9:3. 34 26. 57 26. 14 16. 96 14. 77 1 ,~, 75
'~:3 '~ 4:3 ';'8. :38 26. 64 26. 2,5 1 ? ~:10 14. 82 1 ,-, 77.::..



TABLE 11

Variance of Water Surface Elevation in (cm2).

STAT I Cit·! t·wr'1BEF.:

122

#7 #6 #5A #5 #4

12 .-, 7:3 4. 11 4. 4'':0 .-, 45 0'44 47~I ~, .,j.

1'':0 .-, 17 4. :36 :3 • ';16 1 :::2 .-, .-. .... '"'.' 0:.. ~I:' · ,::. ... 1

14 4. '-J c- 5. 51 5. 90 2. 40 2'3 310:..;;) ·15 ·71 1·35 1·139 1 14 ·25 ·1 ';"
16 1:3• 14 '~ .46 8. 78 1 52 91 .-, .,· · '::'f

17 ·71 1·54 1·:34 1 7::: ::;::3 ·20
18 1 12 1·55 1·72 1 52 ·45 35
19 15. 50 1 1 27 10. 95 4. :38 5:3 ·15
20 1 1 :313 ';I. 16 7. 42 1 63 ·24 15
21 1 1 6:3 15. 16 10. :34 2. 26 .-, ., 1 ';I·:il' ·24 27. 1:3 ';I. ';15 7. 71 ....

0'~ 27 4:30:..

25 :34. 80 14. 13 11 44 2. ~~1:3 t· ..- .... '"· ..::.,.:J

26 25. 4'" 1., 137 11 213 .-, '32 6~J :31·oJ · '':'.

27 1 1 ..,~ 12. 74 :3. 31 .... :3:3 46 ..,..,·'oJ' 0:.. .:J.J

2::: 1 1·45 15. 42 14. ss :~: .75 1 25 ';"(j

2'~ 15. .-, ,-, 16. 64 10. 61 '" 66 1 06 1 02.::"..:. '..'.
32 4. 21 5. 132 5. 9:3 5. 6:3 1 64 67
.., .-, 55 87 1 113 1 45 ::::3 1 1211..,.:J · ·34 7:3 1 23 1 73 1 91 7~:1 "' ....· · · · ,..I.,:.

35 1 22 1 42 1 89 2. 44 1 4':' 1 46· · · · '.'

36 5. 49 4. 35 '';0 77 4. 75 r-, r-,
~3 • o~~1·oJ. ':' ':-

:37
,-, :38 4. 88 5. I;:)'" 5. 2(j 1 ...,.-, "7 ,.,.::.. ·oJ · I'':' · , ,.,

38
..,

6~J 4. 4:3 3. 54 :3. '35 1 06 1 1 '~0:..

39 25. :3:3 17. ~'''I 1 1 87 5. ~~1 ::;: 1 17 0. ~3 ~J;;lGo ·40 1 ,~, 1 1 16. 55 1~J • 06 :3. 2'3 68 550:..

41 2~:J • 04 20. 46 15. 56 .-, ';1:3 1 13 ,., .-,
'':'. ';:'0

4·... ',. ~35 7 66 5. :35 5. ... 1:. .:. 6::: 9'-'0:. '..' . · 0:.

4:3 1 67 1 '~:3 1 10 .., 5::;: 1 54 .-, 5',· ~. Go.

44 1 18 1·53 1·',6 1 :::5 1 :::4 2. 41
45 ',2 1 24 n 2. 0'-' 1 61 1 95· .::.

46 6. 59 :3. '~:3 8. 28 :3. 7::: 1 '~'~ 2. IH

47 2. 81 5. 63 6. 81 6. 76 '",,:1 69 1 613...
4:3 .... 18 4. 52 :3 • 33 5. 15 4. 21 .... :380:.. ~.

49 1.-, 82 17. 67 16. 1-'c- " .~:J7 1 ,",-:0 1 50.,:l, 0·.) oj I' ·
5~J ::: .59 14. 3:3 15. 52 '" 70 1 :::2 1 68,_I •

51 .~ .54 14. 64 14. 64 ::: .65 2. 5'3 1 46
52 16. :39 22. 25 15. '='1' 4. 4'-' 1 ,-,,-, 1 42':' .:' .;.
", .., ',,":"-;1 4'-' 25. 03 2:3• n 6 • .." -, .-, .., ,-, 1 46".I.j ,;.,;.. .::. ·.;,)0 .:;,. ...:,.

54 44 61 9:3 8', 1 4':' ,.... ,-,· · '.' ·0'"



TABLE 11 (continued)

Variance of Water Surface Elevation in (cm2)

STATIOH t·lur'lBER
---------------------------------------

TE::;T Ho, #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #.:,
.J

--------------------------------------------------
C'C' H:. ::::5 1II• 8'0;. -, 61 1 4'":' 17 04..I •.) •J ( . s,

56 24. 24 :3. 10 5. 68 1 42 .26 ·08
C'.., HI. ';'1 8. '3'3 7.45 1 4'-' '':,.-:' 87.~I ( .::. I '_' ,_, ·58 '3. :38 "? .--.~ 4. 98 1 :3:3 17 85, ..::,.,j

5';" 10.2~j 10. 8:3 5. 51 1 27 12 136
60 1.-, 24 '3. 81 5. 14 1 62 ,-,.., 1-:0.::.. ·.::.,' · .."

61 25. ';'4 12. 33 :3. .- .-. 2.'314 • ::::4 180.::.

62 16. 65 1" 45 8.72 .-, 70 ,:3::: 12~. ·6:3 :~: .45 4. 26 3.40 .-, 53 4" 18.::.. ·64 :3. :34 4. 94 4. •.., C' 1 54 ..., c- 15.;'.;;;1 I '::',_1 ·65 4.26 4. 45 :3.5';' .-, 2fl • :~:2 14.::. .
66 . 77 1·08 ·:::'3 60 · ::;: 1 14
1:. ( 1.:' 71 ,j 46 5 •.50 :3. :~:9 54 t16'..' . 'J. ·68 • '31 1 47 1 '-. "? 1 1:3 .20 09· · .::..
r e 7. 130 4. 92 :3.87 2. 75 1 07 4:3
71 1 41 1 45 1·4'3 1 20 • 5'~ 33
72 ·75 1. 12 1·10 1 e::: 60 ·:3';'
73 ·7:3 1·04 ·9:3 .'3:3 45 :32
74 4. 50 4. 46 4. ~)O :3. ~j 1 • :::7 76....., ·75 :3.40 4. 78 4. 53 :;: .47 • .~ ~Z1 5:3
76 .") :39 :3. 45 3. 10 ,") 4::: 7'3 51... ... ·-,.., 17.86 14. 07 13.58 4. 4';" 69 40" f

7::: 1:3.55 15. 67 :3. 59 2. 61 44 31
79 1~).6:3 1:3. 16 ';" 50 2. 2~Zl 51 ·49
88 ,.,0 07 1"::' 47 9. 34 5. :~:2 1 co ..... 76.:...... , . • ....1 •.: • ·:31 14. 37 1:3. 29 11 07 :3. 67 77 ·SCI
:3" .-) "':' 50 13. 88 :3 • 1 1 ,-, 51 .7:3 4'-'':"1. .::.. .::.
':-.., •-, r::: 82 1.:' 15 .., 15 2 • 8::;: .46 50...,'"' .::. '..' . .' . (

84' 22. 2:3 16. 61 12.2:3 2. '311 .66 42
:::5 2~1.

C' C' 21 08 18. 45 6. ::: e 1 74 1 ~3 1..; ..; ·86 26. 22 1:3. 73 1 1 63 '':' 17 1 =.-, 78'.' . • ,.."::0

87 25. 4:3 17. 71 1:3 • 04 '':' '3';' 1 1 1 'N'.' .
Co,:;. 10. 06 P 14 1 1 41 s . :::7 ''''':' C'~ 1 79'.."~ ... ,_I (

8'31 Hl.88 14. 78 12. 79 4. 24 1 06 77
Sl\) 26.21 21 52 15. 69 7. ,-" .., 1 .54 1 5'3· .::..::.

91 1:3.86 1:3. 51 12. 02 s , 64 .-, 01 1 4'-'.;.,. .;,

';'2 ::;:.86 ... .." .., :3 • 54 :~: .81 ::::.21 2. 12..:>. ( ,j

9'-' 4.52 6. 28 6. 05 4. 72 1 6::: ';:':3.~

'34 8'~ 1 213 1 08 1 14 :::2 45
ClC' :3. 72 3. 71 :3. 16 :3. i s 1 .91 1 35.' '-' 'J

% 88 1 15 '32 1 1 1 "":' ':' 56· I '_I

'~7 "::' n 6. 04 4. 62 '0;. 00 1 6~Zl 82, . oj.

';':3 82 87 ..,~ :::0 57 4'"· · " t:o · e;
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TABLE 12

Values of Wave Set-Up in ( em ).

MfHIONETER t-IUI'IBER
----------------------------------------------------------------

TE'; T II" • # 1 3 #12 # 11 # 1 I) #9 #8 #7 #6 #5 #4 #3 #2 # 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

12 0.(10 -.et5 -.09 - 17 -.15 -.18 -.25 -.26 .26 .45 .43 .48 .63
13 0.00 -.ai' - 10 -.05 -.11 - .12 -.2S .06 .23 .40 .47 .44 .53
14 0.0(' - 13 -.08 -.131 -.134 -.16 -.1:3 15 .45 .64 .62 .54 .71
15 0.00 -.04 -.05 -.07 -.06 - .es -.14 - 17 .01 .04 .03 0-' 14
16 0. ,11) -.",4 - 16 - 18 -.23 -.18 -.08 15 .51 .57 .56 .60 • 5'~

17 0.130 -.01 -.01 -."'2 .132 -.04 -.05 - 14 .0:3 .16 1 ~, 12 13
18 1).00 -. ~nj .01 .013 .02 .013 -.08 - 17 .05 .213 11 .136 12
1, 0.00 - 12 ~.28 -.07 .21 .50 .47 .33 .95 1.137 I. 05 I. 131 .9~

20 0.00 - 16 -.35 .09 .31 .55 .63 .66 .% .93 I. 00 .99 .94
21 0.130 -.1·3 -. :31 -.05 -.04 .35 .44 .53 .80 .88 .89 .92 .97
24 0.00 -.29 -.':0, .96 I. 19 1.413 1.4'3 I. 49 1 • 7'3 I. 84 I. 90 I. 87 I. 85
25 0.00 -.34 -.54 • '35 I. 18 1.57 1.54 I. 60 2.136 I. 95 2.131) I. 99 2.02
26 0.00 -.22 -.46 .413 .72 I. 00 I. 02 .81 1.89 I. 52 I. 55 1.52 1.49
27 13.00 - 11 -.41 -.21 .05 .44 .51 .49 .85 .91 .93 .93 .9:3
28 0.00 -.21 -.44 -.34 -.23 -.02 .24 -.138 .72 .83 .90 .82 .n
29 D.OO -.11 -.44 -.26 -.16 .2£1 .27 .313 .79 .87 .96 .93 .95
32 0.00 -.06 - 10 - 13 -.12 -.04 -.22 -.32 .03 .24 .30 .24 .22
33 0.0(1 -.133 -.IJI -.013 - • Iil6 -.05 -.03 - Hl -.13 -.13 -.14 - 12 -.09
34 0.00 .04 .03 .03 -.\32 -.13:3 .00 -.137 .06 13~ .00 -.132 .01. ,
35 e. 00 .02 .oz .04 -.01 .02 -.05 -.0', -.05 -.138 -.03 -.04 -.0';'
36 13.0lJ -.02 -.04 -.06 -.137 .01 - 14 -. 2'~ -.02 - 14 -.\36 .09 .0,
37 0.00 -.00 • (11 -.02 -.04 -.1)0 - 1'3 -. 17 11 .25 .23 19 19
3:3 1-).80 .01 -.03 -.06 -.12 -. (11) - I', -.30 -.12 .02 .04 .139 12
3';' [1.00 - 10 -.43 -. (12 .2'3 .85 .69 .€e .92 1. 09 1. 14 I. 18 I. 17
4 I) 0.00 .02 -.34 -.06 11 .42 .44 .41 .65 .76 .82 .84 .85
41 0.013 - 12 -.37 -.31 .17 .1:57 .76 .55 1. 11 I. 15 I. 18 1, 17 I. 31
42 0.00 .00 -.02 -.0:3 -.136 .01 -.13 -.23 -.133 -.137 -.01 - 10 .09
43 0.00 .01 -.02 .01 -.82 8'-, -.0'" -.134 -.03 -.06 -.138 -.€I6 .0(;. ~

44 0.00 .013 .(;2 -18::: -.134 .00 - 14 -.23 -.20 -.05 -.06 - 1(; -.04
45 0.80 .84 .01 .01 • I'll .01 -.05 -.02 - 11 .04 .02 -.63 .06
46 0.00 .08 -.01 -.05 .04 .08 -.2:3 -.2'; -.27 .27 .37 .32 .2r5
47 0.1)0 .1)6 .0:3 -.03 .135 .139 - 16 -.27 .03 133 . " 18 .21
48 0.00 • ,'6 .04 -.02 -.05 .06 - 10 -.24 - 14 .137 .22 -.(;1 .07
49 0.00 .07 - 14 -.05 -.113 .02 -.2'3 .23 .5S .62 .88 -.31 .66
50 0.00 .07 - 14 -.15 -.136 .85 .03 -.02 .42 .54 .63 .50 .57
51 0.01-) 12 - 1;' -.07 -.0S .22 - It. -.01 .,:2 .59 .78 .613 .64
S2 0.00 12 -.16 -.26 13 .66 .513 .613 .74 .87 • ';'6 .92 .88
53 O. ('0 -.24 -.3';' -.45 -.34 .20 • :31 .34 .5:3 1.137 .9', .99 1.02
54 0.06 .e3 .0:3 .12 .05 .08 -.02 -.07 -.0,7 .25 -.04 -.133 -.05
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TABLE 12 (continued)

Values of Wave Set-Up in ( cm ).

l'lANOI'IETER IW~lBER

----------------------------------------------------------------
TEST N". ~1:3 #12 1111 1110 119 #8 117 116 #5 #4 113 #2 #1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
'35 ~.1:10 -.5'3 -.03 .03 .32 6? .27 .93 I. 12 1.22 I. 24 I. 13
56 1:1.(l1) -.55 .04 .76 1. 05 I. 29 I. 41 1.32 I." 1 I. 66 I. 65 1.66
'37 0.00 -. :3e 2'< .00 .0'3 .35 .58 .60 .85 .S7 .90 .94
58 0.1;)0 -.32 .24 .13:3 .27 .,,0 .70 .6t: .30 .86 1.11 .87
S';' 0.00 -.21 -.09 -.13 .,,1) .34 .49 .43 .64 .69 .71 .62
60 13.00 - 15 -.0? .07 .20 .53 .';0 .66 .82 .83 .82 .72
61 0.00 - 19 -.06 .,,3 .30 .79 .71 .71 I. 04 I. 11 I. 10 .98
62 0.1:11:1 - 19 -.OS -.13 -.23 .18 .1)4 .1:15 .66 .70 .72 .67
63 (1.00 -.03 -.\10 -.11 -.16 -.05 - 17 -.2', 0·' .11 .09 10
64 ".00 -. I) 1 -.02 -.05 -.12 -.00 -.10 .138 .23 .25 .28 19
65 1).00 -.05 -.03 -.01 -.08 .00 -.09 - 12 .1 I .19 .21 16
66 13.013 .02 .02 .00 .00 .03 .00 -.134 -.04 -.00 -.01 -.01:1
6;' o.oe -.04 -.08 -.113 -.26 -.07 - 12 - IS 18 .21 .24 18
68, e.oo · .) I .02 • (12 -.01 .03 -. ell -.1:15 .05 .08 .10 .05
70 1;).00 0.0') -.05 -.01 -.09 - 12 -.02 -.04 - 12 -.01 0.1:10 .86
71 0.00 -.1)1) -.01 -.01 -.06 -.07 -.03 -.02 -.04 -.01 -.01 -.01
'(2 0.00 .00 -.04 -.00 -.1:14 -.05 • (u3 -.e4 -.06 -. ,,2 -.84 .01
73 0.00 • (,:3 -.01:1 .02 -.e3 -.02 .01 -.01 -.04 -.83 -.01 .e~

74 0.00 -.02 -.0'3 -.04 -.12 -.24 -.05 -.08 -.12 .t12 .03 .04
75 o.oe -.02 -.10 -.e4 -.20 -.23 - 11 - 10 .,B .14 11 .09
76 0.00 -.02 -.05 .oe -.13 -.13 -.0'3 -. ~"3 - 113 .03 -.01 • e4
77 o.oe -.07 -.13 .04 -.21 -.42 -.08 .33 .<51 .65 .69 .71
78 ".oe -.04 • 01 .05 -.a4 .24 4'~ .se .134 .69 ... 0 .70
79 a.oo • .j,) .0"3 10 -.137 18 .43 .4( .58 P .04 .65
SO 1;).00 -.134 .134 .34 .32 .61 .7'8 .79 • ';'5 I. 12 1. 21 I. 22
81 0.00 .05 .20 .26 • al .,,9 .3';' .59 .78 .87 .8', .88
82 13.0e .02 2" .8e .89 . '39 1. 31 I. 39 1. 52 I. 52 1.55 I. 53. ~

83 0.00 .10 .17 1. 05 1. 12 I. 20 1. 5~ 1.57 I. 6'3 I. 68 1. 7'9 1.72
84 a.oo .07 .36 .48 .37 .57 • ';'6 1. 08 I. 29 1.32 I. 39 I. 3';
85 0.00 -.41 -.03 .35 -.07 -.32 • :35 .58 • :31 .97 1." 1 I. 134
86 0.00 -.~2 .21 .89 .82 1. 03 1.38 1. 43 1.51 I. 53 1.57 I. 58
87 0.00 13 .47 1. 08 .96 I. 01 1. 46 1.52 1. 62 I. 67 1.80 I. 70
8e 0.00 18 .26 .55 2" - .016 .24 .26 .35 .70 .79 .72..
89 0.00 .20 .43 8" • 49 .14 .6'3 .80 · :34 .94 1. 02 .98· ~
90 0.00 .03 .24 .84 .51 .15 · ",'3 .86 .93 1. 17 1. 25 1. 25
91 0.00 .'H .11 .34 .27 -. :38 .18 .33 .41 .59 .55 .62
?2 0.00 .04 .08 .21 16 -.13 19 .20 .07 .15 .26 P
'~3 0.00 -.09 -.05 ,05 - 17 - II - 10 -. e4 -.03 .09 .133 .89
94 O••jO -.02 .08 ,"3 -.06 -.06 .00 .04 - ••36 -.02 -.06 -.01
95 0.00 -.02 -.02 • (1 1 - 13 - 11 -.03 -.00 - 11 -.04 .09 -.05
'~b 0.00 .01 .04 .01 -.08 -.03 .00 .06 -.06 -. (t2 .04 -.05
'~7 0.00 -.01 -.02 -.02 - 12 -.0'3 -.00 .QI - 10 -.02 .04 .02
,?;3 0.00 -.05 -,05 .00 -.Q6 -.0'; .02 0.00 -.04 -.02 .02 8. ell)
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TABLE 13
Wave Particle Amplitude, Amplitude Reynolds Number, Friction
Factor, Mean Shear Stress and Energy Dissipation due to Bed
Shear Stress at Station 5.

7. 1

4.6

:::.4

44.7

61. s
4::;:.9

:33.3

264.6

5:37.6

. 15

. 11

-. ~3.5

-.2'=-'

5.51
-.26

s , '~6

-.16

-2.76

-2.52

• ~3 ::: 1

.1370

.005

• ~135
· ~31 0

.0:31

.004

.066

.005

.041

14848
213591

517':1

11.94
9.36
9.45
3.8:3

,~ • I Ks a8 RE Cf T 2 Ed 3
TE.:>T Hc , f cm' (ern) (gjcm.sec) (gjsec )
------------~-~---------------------------------------

12 .14 ',.41 2147:3
13 .14 7.24 9523
14 .14 6.132 12936
15 .14 6.04 8671
16 .14 :3.25 7458
17 .14 7.78 113965
18 .14 4.93 8627
19 .14 7.95 22489
20 .14 6.94 8410
21 .14 7.06 11777
24 .14 7.76 113516
25 .14 6.83 113985

.26 .14 7.11 17581
27 .14 8.10 11563
28 .14 8.62 17305
29 .14 7.63 28556
32 .14 7.42 19155
33 .14 7.27 12241
34 .14 7.70 101357
35 .14 6.49 14293
36 .14 3.38 7725
37 .14 6.85 7833
38 .14 8.52 16444
39 .14 9.24 289135
40 .14 8.23 11254
41 .14 6.03 7952
42 .14 3.84 9363
43 .14 6.08 11833
44 .14 11.13':1 21237
45 .14 7.33 12685
4~ .14 9.56 31929
48 .14 113.24 24453
49 .14 7.99 22044
513 .14
51 .14
52 .14
53 .14
54 .14
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TABLE 13 (continued)
Wave Particle Amplitude, Amplitude Reynolds Number, Friction
Factor, Mean Shear Stress and Energy Dissipation due to Bed
Shear Stress at Station 5.

TEST t·j,:).
Ks

(cm)
a8

(cm)
RE Cf T 2 Ed 3

(g/cm·sec ) (g/sec )
C' C' :3• 12...) ...)
56 .:. 1 .-,

'..' . e;

57 .... 1 .").,:.. s,

5:3 '';0 1 .-,
'J .::.

5'3 .... 1 .-,
.;) . .::.

60 '';0 12' ..' .
6 1 :3. 1 .....::.

62 3. 1 2
6:3 :3 12
64 :3 1·...· .::.
•- C' :3 .....
t:>.;; ..::.

66 :3 12
67 .-, 12..:'
6::: .-, 1 .-,.:J. .::.

710 .') 1 .") 2 ·7:3 5:324'J. .:..

7 1 3. 12 4 ·58 72'32
72 .... 12 0:. 16 1 12134 1'3(1 1 46 1.-, ,-, 1.;) 'J · · .:.0 •

7:3 :3 1 2 6 ~16 :::626 ·121 ::: (1 71 . 13
74 :3. 12 5. 90 12557 181 4. ,.., -, 420. r· ~f

.,co ":0 1·... 6 57 7796 125 4 :'::7 42:3. 6( ,_I .J · .::. ·76 .... 1 .-, ., 76 14:::136 171 4 '34 :39:::• '3.;). .::. ( . ·77 '';0 1 .-, 6. ':,42 17715 ~J'?8 - 1 4::: :313 1 1'J. .::. .
78 .-, 12 7 :39 1 1 1 5 1 16(1 2. 6 1 25';1. 9.;,t, ·
7'~

.-, 1 .... I~ • 413 1 421 ,=' 1'3 ::: -, .-, 2(12. '?'':'' c; '-' I' s;

:30 :3. 1 .... r 6:3 2 154:3 202 1 1 {t:, 9:::2. 5.::. ·8 1 :3 1 .-, 7 85 14'?26 2\.Z17 1 :~:2 :~aJ:3 • :3.::.
.-. ...., :3 1 2 '3 0::: 145','3 18::: - ,.,

1 24~:1. 13CIt::. · · ':.

8:3 :3 1 .-, 5 7'? 6625 1'34 .:. 1 .:' 23:3. 5.::. · '-' '-'
84 :3. 12 6. :32 975:3 221 9'~ :3133. '';0

.J

85 :3• 1 .") 10. 25 2562:::s,

86 :3. 1 2 5. 65 63:30 256 1 25 251 8
87 :3 12 9 ·:34 15357 ·212 - 1 0::;: :3:32. 1
:::8 ":0 1 2 1 1 26 :30722 146 7 7 1 1026. 13.J

8'3 .-, 1 2 113 • .,.:> 18';152 157 .-, 46 4 1 ~3 • :3..:'·
_....

· ~ .
'313 :~: 1 .") 6 37 1 4'33:3 215:3 6 4':' 67:3. '~.:.. '-'
9 1 :~: .1 .... " .-, co :32:345 2:32 9. '~6 17',6. .-,.::. .=,..) c,

9" :3. 12 ':. 64 1:3:3:38 16::; 3. 97 :3'~6 • 13. - '-'
';'3 .-, 12 '~ 2:3 151 65 14::: C' 2:3 512. 1..:' · ,.. I •

',4 :3 ·1 2 6. 131 8710 20'3 '~6 98. 7
'~5 3 12 5. :38 1262:3 245 .-, '?4 428,'5· .::..
';16 :3 ·1 2 :3. 45 12606 20:::: 5:~: 1 1 1 s
97 .-, 1 .-, .-, 81 5670..;, .::. .::. .
9:3 .:> 1 .... 3. :33 5284'-' . .::.
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TABLE 14

Wave Particle Amplitude, Ampl itude Reynolds Number, Friction
Factor, Mean Shear Stress and Energy Dissipation due to Bed
Shear Stress at Station SA.

Ks RE Cf -
Ed 3a8 T 2

TEST t·~ ,) • (cm) (cm) (g/ em- sec ) (g/sec )
------------------------------------------------------

12 14 ., .,~ 14624· I. I I

1.-, 14 11. 12 2246:3 .045 1.36 :::2.2.;,

14 14 6. 1 '~ 1:3686 1.-, .-, 5. (15 2:36. :;:~.::.

15 ·14 5.4::: 714:3
16 14 4.08 117:32
17 ·14 8. 16 12084 • ~Z17 ~Zl 1 . ~Z17 37. 1
18 ·14 4.00 5664
1':" ·14 6.42 14650 · 04:~: -5. :::'31 105. :3
20 14 11 • '39 25126
21 14 9.29 2fJ:387 .0:35 -1. 07 111. 4
24 14 1'-' 11 2563::: • ~Z161 -2.4::: 15:3.~Z1· ~.

25 14 18.58 26:34:3
26 ·14 7.109 17474 · ~374 -6.2:3 206. :3
27 · 14 1:3.131 29805
2::: ·14 11.22 29:325 .066 6. 15 511. :::
2'3 14 7.71 20971~ .00::: • 5~) 31. 4
:32 14 6.313 1:3815 .025 1.4(1 44. 7.....-, 14 5 . 18 6022 • (12~Z1 .21 5.6~.j

34 14 7. 1'3 877:3 . 02';l ,-, co 9 .;)..;.,.~ .-
35 ·14 4.04 5.54:::
36 14 2.63 4682
37 14 10.97 20106 • ~:::177 2. ';.t:~: 130.6
38 ·14 6.86 18661 .00';l .34 9.5
39 ·14 6.64 149:31
40 14 12.41 25604
41 14 113.63 24668 .025 -1.::::;: 11 '? 7
42 14 2.62 4:355
4:3 ·14 4. '30 76:::0
44 14 9.86 14163
45 ·14 5.28 6578
46 ·14 6.44 14517 · o::::~: :~:. 74 1:33.6
48 14 8.08 15204
49 ·14 8.136 22422
513 14 14. 0'~ :33981
51 14 1(1.99 2794'~ .015 ,~.., 72.4.0,'
52 14 14. 11 3:37513
5:3 14 12.2(1 34368 .046 1 . 5::: :3:34 15
54 14 2. 9~: 2942
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TABLE 14 (continued)
Wave Particle Amplitude, Amplitude Reynolds Number, Friction
Factor, Mean Shear Stress and Energy Dissipation due to Bed
Shear Stress at Station SA.

Ks
(cm)

ao
(cm)

RE T 2 Ed 3
(q/cm.sec ) (g/sec )

55 :3. 12 11.7 ~~1 :32:375
56 :3. 12 12. 56 27578
57 3. 12 i e. 64 270::n3
58 :~: .1'-' 1 1 613 23459.::.
5'3 3. 12 1" 56 24%2-.
613 :~: .12 10. 44 213757
61 :3. 12 7. 70 21 :349
62 3. 12 "? 48 213243I.

6:3 :3. 12 8. 28 1651 :3
64 :3. 12 1 1.':'9 252:31
65 :3. 12 6. 16 13835
66 3. 1,-, 5. 57 .., C' ." .•

.::. 1,:;100

67 :3. 12 ,., 67 96'35.j,

."',., .-. 12 s. 48 12586o·=, ,~ .
76 ,-, 12~I •

71 3. 12
72 :3. 12
73 .... 1.-,

oJ • .::.

74 :3. 1'".::.
75 3 . 12
76 .., 12oJ.

77
'-

12,.,.
.., ,.,

3 • 1·2" 'J

7'~
,., 12oJ •

:3~1 :3. 1.-,.::.

:31 .., 12"'.
:32

,., 12.~ .
83 ,-, 12oJ.

84 3. 12
85 :3. 12
:::6 3. 12
:37

'-
1,-,..,. .::.

:3:3 ,.,
12,~ .

:::9 .:' 12'..',
'313 3 • 1,-,.::.
',1 .., 12.~ .
n 3. 12
9'- :3. 12,.,
'34 3. 1,.,

"-

';'5 :3. 12
',6 3. 12
'37 :3. 12
98 3. 12

1',0 -6. :::'~ :344 4
2 11 -.5. ':' .:' 606. S'.., ....'

175 '~6 78:3 ·1
22', -6 21 635 ·5
2~34 -5. 16 5813 ·5
224 -1 1 41 6~1':'. 6
26~1 -2';&. :::6 106:3 ·1
3136 41 123'3. 5
156 1.1'3 2',13 4.175 1 55 41 7 ·6
.-:. '"':'i' -1 1::;: 487 7':"1 I

'-
1" -1 .::: :::: 1 17 4,., ·

.245 66 134. ('



TABLE 15

Values of Nonlinearity Parameter, Pn"

STAT I O~~ t'Wf'1B EF.:

130

#7 ~6 #5A ~5 #4

1.-, 4:3 7 6:3 :3. 6:~: 213. 77 6. '?::: 16. 'j''':..::. '..J':'

1:3 58 Hi. 4:3 11 57 1::: • :;:5 ,-, 02 1:3. 20· · .:' .
14 :38' 5. 27 5. 6? 9. ::;:8 :3. 7:::: .,

77· ( .
15 24 :3. 410 3. ,")':' 8. '~9 6. 6';' ,;:. 29· ~'_' '.' .
16 25 .-, 78 2. 87 :3. 51 :3. 1:.,.. s. (15· .::..

17 :34 4. 'N 5. 1,-, 17. 16 1.-, (11 1:3. :36· .~ .::. .
1:3 19 .., 55 .") n 7 /'" 5. 94 7 66· .,.. .,. . I '.. '

19 68 ., 99 7. '35 14. 15 5. 9::: 4. 81· ( .
2t1 1 36 16. 81 15. 42 15. 16 ":' 6';:J 9. 63I •

21 1 05 14. :38 1'';> 45 14. ,- .., 7 2:3 7. 713o.J. '='(
24 2. 27 14. 85 14. 0'" 21 75 6. 5'~ 1:3. 06•.J .
25 1 :36 1:3. 413 12. 34 :3. '~iZt ::: .46 7. co,-,

,_10

26 :36 :3. :33 'J ., .';> 1.-, 50 6. 5'3 6 • 3';:J,;/ ._O.J .::..

27 1 38 17. 75 13. 95 1.:' 4<:l ":' 4<:l 8. 134· '-' . I •

2::: ':'!9 1::;: • 210 14. 72 14. 20 ,-, 1.:' 8. 94':' . •.J

29 ·64 8. 39 6. 2? UJ. 44 4. 51 7. 15
3~' :34 .., 84 4. 15 10. :::5 6. 7'3 5. 6?.,::. · ~, .
.~.~ 23 2 • :36 2. 47 7 70 ::: .7'3 1.-, 76.s.s · . .::. .
34 ·35 3. 86 4. 6~) 1.;, 71 9. '35 11 26
35 · 1'3 2, 14 2. 34 6. 2';:J 6. '~~J 8. 67
:36 14 1 43 1 :35 .... 54 2 • 1::;: 13 • ~)(1· · .;,.

:37 61 8. ':'!::: 9. 7(1 24. 25 15. 15 14. 10
:3:3 46 5. 84 5. '~'J 15. 72 ::: .='=' 1 1 92· '~'J ,_1._'
3'3 :3~J '? 97 6. 56 ,-, 63 5 I ~~11 13. 013, . ':' .
413 1 37 21 5:3 1·5. 21 16. 2·5 7 '37 11 73
41 1 :35 15. 18 1:3. 13 14. 4'-' ::: .11 s , 52· 'J

42 1'~ 1 59 1 42 .., 1.-, .-, 51 2. 28· '.J. .~ ..:'.
4:3 21 1 94 1 41 4. 62 5. 46 "7 82· · I •

44 39 :3. 56 4. 17 s , ~) :3 1 ,~, .-, C' 17. :34· "'. ,::. ..J

45 27 2. 34 1 ':'! 1 6. 16 ":' 02 ';:J • 75· I •

46 42 4. 11 4. 13 1(1. 16 6. 13:3 6. 80
47 64 8. 13:3 8. 71 22. 70 14 .19 17. 24
48 413 4. 41 .... 83 1 1 56 14. 02 1:3. 59· .~ .
49 59 6. 50 6. 22 '3. =' .- 5 • 5'? 5. 62... 1 I:!

5~J 1 10 15. ,=,.~ 16. 12 1::: • '36 ';' .'~O 1:3. 60· "".~

51 :38 113 • 05 ,-, 88 15. ::: 4 H1. ,-, .-, :3. 1.-,· o. ':-..::. .::.

52 1·5.3 21 85 15. 87 1::::. .54 10. 37 U) • 87
53 1 36 14. 71 13. % 1:::: . '~7 " . ::::0 s , 25
54 12 1 136 1 26 .... 7 ~3 4. 15 4. 1',· .::..



TABLE 15 (continued)

Values of Nonlinearity Parameter, Pn,

:HATIO~l t·lUl'1E:EF:
---------------------------------------

TE3T t·l,:, • #7 #6 #5A #5 #4 #:3
--------------------------------------------------

55 1 ......., 1:;: • 513 1 1. 18 12.:33 ~ 2';' 3.25·':;",J "_I •

~ .- .•, .-"., 16.41 14. 1 '3 16.55 ~ C' ,-, 5.81.:,I'=' .::. . .::...::. , .,_I'=';'
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